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THELEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Commencement .Week Murray
High To Last Thru May 26

1 MAX HURT LISTED
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Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon May 18, 1939

T. Elkins Assumes
Post Heading C. C.

year In nommen
ti nn
V "••••`•• Marshall, Graves,Han:
ry and Stewart Cmintles,
i cn a year elsewhere la
$."""#
the State of Kentucky.

-nn e year se ear

eadirees
other than above.

Volume CVII; No.20

Frazee & Melugin Motion Picture of "Wedding of Flowers" to JOHNSON OPENS
Hold Open House
as Feature ofCommunity Day Here CAMPAIGN; PLEAS

Be Given

To Celebrate Twentieth Year As
Business Establishment in Murray; Office Reworked

Murray Seniors
to Present Drama

FOR STATE UNITY

With an office completely refurbFavors
Richmond Editor
ished for the occasion, 'Frazee and
Kentucky's Support4or
Melugin, who have been in the inBarkley as President
This Night Beware" is Title of
surance business in 'Murray for
led fo
y ySehedGrippinug3-Acrt
over 20 years will celebrate their
Friday
SAYS HE WILL SLING
anniversary with an open house
NO MUD DURING RACE
all day next Thursetay. May 23,
"This Night Beware!"—a mystery
from 9 to 12' in the morning and
Forty-Three Graduates Will comedy in three acts is to be preRICHMOND, Ky.. May
from 1 O. 6' in the .afternoon.
Hear Eld. Charles Brewer sented Friday evening. May 30, at
plea for unity among all Kenthe
walls
on
new
paint
Fresh
8 p. ,m. in the Murray, High School
In Baccalaureate Talk
tuckians and'7 pledge of unstinjed
and ceiling, renovated features 'and
auditorium.
service and untiring activity to a
washrooms, a
in the
natures
program designed to improve and
On a wild, stormy night, Velma
COMMUNITY DAY
changed style in office arrangea
create a Kentucky with a better
ment, and durable and eonvenient
IS SET FOR TUESDAY Bayne, Virginia Veal, glees
and more understanding attitude,
ghost party in a haunted- tavern
Venetian blinds on the windows
in its dealings with and for i4s•
Max Hurt, assistant Pogtrnaster for a group of jittery college
add to the wholesome design of
Madame Zora, Sylvia
people, marked the formal_ anat Murray, will deliver' the com- friends.
the office space.
nouncement Wednesday night of
mencement address at Murray Packman, a spiritualist mediurre
six
men
different
from
field
Six
a
Keen Johnson. Richmond editor,
high school Friday night, May 26. Martha Hawk. Jeanne Chambers,
them
be
on
with
will
companies
fa the Democratic nomination for
It was_ormuunced today by Supt. malicious old crone: Tod Miller,
that day to explain to the public
cripple;
Governor.'
W. J. Caplinger. Hurt was grad- Hugh McElrath, a siter
in
might
have
any
they
question
Gfts Who!, a
Johnson announced his candidacy
uated from Murray High in 1918. Johanna Gowdie,
insuranee
to
pertaining
their
mind
as well as the
from his newspaper office in RichForty-three genduates will hear vampire witch;
problems.
student,
college
former
a
of
ghost
mond. a publication he has edited
) '
,the address.
Mr. Frazee and Mr. ., Melugin
a hideous red devil, a yowling
and served as' co-publisher for
Eld. Charles Brewer, professor
meet
to
like
public
would
the
witch's
feel
animated
an
ELKINS
T.
head,
T.
cat's
_
His .annuuricetnaL .was
years_
of English at David-Lipscomb Cole
an
knioe---better the field Men
broom—all these characters add to.
carried on the air by Station,,,..
lege in Nashville, will ileliver the
here Monday, T. T. representing. 'the various insurArriving
the
and
suspense
gripping
the
WHAS.
baccalaureate sermon Sunday mysterious twist of" events.
Elkins, newly elected secretary of- ance companies to whom, they,
Agriculture, taxation, old 'age
night at 7:30. On the following
the Murray Chamber of Commerce. as agents, are responsible. These
Interludes of hilariCos comedy took'over his duties and announced field men are joining Mr. Frapensions, assistance for dependent
day, he will conduct preaching
two guperstitioes
zee and Mr. Melugin in welehildren arid the blind, rural elecservices at the Murray Church of are provided by.
his wife and son. Donald, will join
darkies, Jay Bland and France:- him here early in June just as soon coming the public to this open
trification. public schools, teachChrist.
'
house.
Shelton, also by the fluttery Har- as his son, Who is 9
ers' retirement, modernization of
. Years old,
The high school's second annual
They state that it -will be eduriet Hotchkiss arid her .stammer- gets out of school.
state institutions, highway buildCommunity Day will begin Tuesing Romeo. Tommy Meadows, Carcational, interesting. and attract.
ing and other topics were discesswith
5
at
with
o'clock
day afternoon
much impressed
very
am
"I
•
Phillips.
fav,ors
be
will
There
lyle
ive exhibit.
ed briefly by Johnson as he outan open reuse for alumni and
of social accity
a
as
both
Murray;
,
prize!
Nan Carteret, Clara Waldrop, tivity ' and industrial progress," for all and attendance
lined the Platform upon which he
visitors, and with a movie version
awarded.
,Joe Ward, and
intends to carry his candidacy to
to live
proud
of the operetta. -Flee Wedding of Hugh Stauton,
"I'm
I
said.
Elkins
West
Mallory, Heron
Mr. Frazee and Mr. -Melugin
the Democrats of Kentucky..
Murray."
the Flowers-, presented by the Frances
like
town
a
in
the- romance and find.
started in the insurance business
He voiced his approve) of the
first six grades of the school last furnish
wife
his
brought
he
said
He
in several deathly exhere over 20 years ago and it is a
- of national and social
"program
week. Ardath' Canon will be in themselves
she
and
ago,
weeks
two
over
mark in their ,career in celebrating
security developed by -the national
charge of the projector. After- periences.
shared his enthusiasm over the this anniversary.
administration headed by Frankward, a free play, "Here Comes.
city and its people.
The firm spet,ilizes In fire, caslin D. Rosevelt" and endorsed the
Charlie", will be given -free.
Elkins will maintain his office in
ualty, and bonding.
"sound finaniCal program and the
The faculty picnic will take
—Photo Courtesy Andlett Studio
the National Hotel until office
program for construction and comThey afe asking the public to
place Thursday at Ft. Donelson
proceedings
quarters are arranged in the
view
eight-year-olds
left,
Children Portray Ceremony of Spring: In the picture at top,
plete modernization of the prisons.
near Dover_ Tenn., and the seniorPeoples Savings Bank Building. make up parties and attend their
The
at top right, the children enact the "Wedding of the Flowers,"
hospitals and welfare institutions
opening on that day and they will through the lens of a movie camera;
play, "This Night Beware!"- will
minister;, William of the state administration headed
Coming to Murray from Bowlto make it worth your bride is Betty Jean Thurman and the groom is Cleg g Austin. Jerry Williams is the
endeavor
be given Friday night at the high Both Are College Students and
ing Green, the new Chamber of
are not by Governor A. B. Chandler."
Will Continue Schooling;
time.
school, beginning at 8 o'clock.
Smith, the best man; Nancy Givens, the maid of hon or. Some of the others in the wedding party
Commerce secretary was last year
To Remodel Store
Johnson stated' he favored a deleLedger Sz Times staff joins shown.
The
The junior-senior banquet will
Promotional Secretary of the Bowlis Wil- gation from Kentucky to - the 1940
their many friends in wishing
take place Saturday night at 7
At right center is a group of daisies, and at lower right is a group of butterflies. At lower left
and David C. Boaz, ing Green organiation. When ElkByrd
A.
Eldon
them good luck on this auspicious
o'clock.
children in the national Democratic convention inliam Mason lohnson, dressed as a blue bird. The operetta was presented by city school
highly respected young citizens of ins, along with his corresponding
structed "to vote as a unit for
On Wednesday night, the pupils Murray and both juniors in Murray secretary Mrs. D. T,..Cawood, took occasion. Officials expect nearly first six grades. All are Murray children.
Senator Alben W. Barkley for
of Mrs. Whitriell and Miss Wai- State College, have purchased the charge of the Chamber of Com- 1,000 people to visit them next
it was inaugurated president".
ters will give their recital, and grocery store formerly owned by merce office In Bowling Green, the Thursday during the opening.
Qs the occasion of itt annual cial motion picaire camera while last year when
with open house all day, it will
He promised to conduct his camon Thursday night the annual so- T. W. Fain at the southwest corner organization had reached the low=
Community gathering Tuf.sclay the operetta was in progress.
of the court square and will operin technicolor, it will be one of the highlights of Com- paign free of. "mud-slinging" .and
ciety contest takes place.
Pictured
will
School
High
a
Murray
aight,
constituting
years.
in
ebb
eat
firm name of
Principal Edd Filbeck will pre- ate it ender the
present a motion picture show- be the first color film ever pre- mencement Week. Visitors will be said, "We mast not permit those
virtual standstill. From that point,
Byrd Tz Boaz.
sent honors, and Luther Robertson,
Wed- sented at the high school. -Although shown through the school and will who deal in abuse and agitation as
ing the operetta. "The
The ,business prior to last year it rose swiftly to one of the most
split us
chairman of the board of ,educa- was known as the Fain & Bell active units in the State.
ding of the Flowers," which Canon and his boys shot the pic- witness exhibitions of the various a special calling in life to
tion, will present diplomas at the Grocery, Mr Fain, who has been
was staged first more than three ture and developed them, they departments of the school. At 6 with dissension".
Mrs. Price Lassiter, who will be
o'clock, a picnic lunch will be
close of the commencement ad- in the grocery business in Murray undersecretary te Elkins in the
weeks ago in the school auditor- were processed elsewhere.
Hugh Thomas McElrath for 25 years. expressed his grati- Murray office, will assume her R. H. Vandevelde & Company Also ium. Ardath Canon and his science
dress.
Although the program this year spread on the schoolyard. Music ROBERT CARLTON IS WINNER
to Leave, Establishing Plant
will deliver the valedictory ad- tude to the persons of Murray and duties as soon as the new office
students took the film with a spe- will not be so extensive as it was (See MOTION PICTURE, Page A) OF FFA SPEAKING LAURELS
have patIn Dyersburg
dress, "The Call to Character", Calloway county who
is
ready.
his firm.
Robert Carlton, Kirksey high
and Miss Elizabeth Upchurch in ronized
The' first thing we want to do
Both Byrd and Boaz plan to conschool senior, placed first in the
Harry E. JenkinS, who for the
a salutatory speech will put forth tinue their schooling at Murray is to start an industrial eurvey of
District FFA public speaking con' the ouestian, "Is it Worthwhile?" State College until they receive Murray, Elkins said. This, he dee past 11 years has managed the
test at Benton Saturday while his
at
have
in
will
Company
They
the
Vandevelde
play
H.
R.
degrees.
will
their
Sledd
Frances
Miss
dared, would include the status
school was placing fourth in the
processional and recessional all times, however, a competent of the community, rates, and other Murray, announced today he has
Carlton will
capable of
general standings.
store,
the
in
personnel
will
Moser
the
to
accept
B.
be resigned his position
marches Prof. W.
might
which
delivering all orders. information
deliver his speech over Radio Staand
taking
M.
Hugh
post of supervisor of the installapresent the class; Dr.
As soon as this semester is out, utilizable by prospective newcomers
tion WPAD in Paducah Tuesday,
McElrath will deliver the invoca- they plan to remodel the shop,
tion of plumbing and heating in Predicts Market Will 1:11e
Seven Million Pounds Sell May. 23. at 2:45, in the afternoon.
to- Murray.
WILDCATS
BEARS.
will
tion, and the girl's' glee club
the the construction of a• number
Good Annually for 12
In County This Year
L. C. Miller, also of Kirksey,
BRING ON YOUR LIONS
sing "Lift Thine Eyes" from -Menof consolidated school systems in
first in the Home Beautifiplaced
Pounds
Million
$7.19
Average
at
DENHAM'S GOOD FOR 'EM
delssohn's Elijah and Carl Bohm's
Flerningsburg. Ky. Ile will be concation contest. Each will repre"Calm as the Night". The boys'
Lockett
nected with the Currie IL
Con_ C. C. Farmer, secretary of the
an area with an available market sent the district in the State
quartet will follow with Robert
And dad didn't have to shoot
Company.
is a consideration of great value. vention at Louisville in August.
Murray Tobacco Board of Trade. him. Clay did it all by himself.
Volkmann's "Night Shades are
The R.' H. Vandevelde Company
Farmer said.
• Boy Scout Troop No. 45 will be
termed as "a recurring scare" the
Gently Falling". The girls' trio
Clay Denham, a former CalThis year 7486.008 nnimAS of toThe Woman's Club reports It the vest of the Murray Rotary will also eloee down its bueiieas idea 'which he said certain people
will sing Joseph Barnsby's "Fareloway county resident in the
beer.° sold roc $53R.941 07 at an
made approximately $300 in spon- Club Thursday,' May 2.5. at the In Murray June 3 and move its in this 'area have that a market
well".
Hazel community now a prosaverage of e7 to sa compared with
equipment and plant to Dyersburg.
soring the carnival held under its Rotary luncheon hour.
for "dark fired tobacco is a thing
year's lnerte e09 Pounds which
last
Graduating seniors are Nell Al- auspices here last week. The money
Calif..
Ukiah,
in
perous
merchant
prothe
present
will
Tenn.
The Scouts
of the past."
brotight $99108228 at an everarre
Alonzo Beaman, will be used towards defraying
exander. Ray
brought down a 300-pound bear
gram which will include first aid
Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins will leave
decrease of 3.174.401
$929.a
of
W.
expenses in erecting their new club demonstrations. signaling (semawhat with
Martha Jane Blalock, Jay
and t three big wildcats while
the first of June for Flemingsburg, - Farmer said today that
r.olinek from last year's crop and
Heartily behind the move to esloose
both
of
Bland, Annie Kathryn Bomar; house. according to Mrs. Joe T. phore and Morse), knot tying, oath
sales
the
combined
Guy
with
party
hunting
a
on
and Mr. and Mrs Frank S. Loomis.
$452,241. Farmer pointed out, how- tablish a State park for Nathan B.
James Buchanan. Maey Louise Lovett, president.
Redwine and Chief of Police
and know better the _field men -who are connected with the TVA, floors and barn door purchases, a
her cent of Stubblefield, inventor of radio, the
40
about
ever,
that
those
all
to
grateful
is
club
The
Cable, Jeanne Frances Chambers,
total of 7.486.008 pounds of dark
of the troop by Scoutmas- will occupy their home.
W T. Briggs.
this year's crier were lee. and low Young Men's Business Club of Murwho assisted them in putting on members
Mary Lee Coleman, Imogene Coltobacco sold through Murray mareualitv leaf, which attributed to ray in its regular meeting Monwell pleased ter Ralph Wear.
.1e1 tear shots, Denham. killed
are
and
program,
the
Harry Joeapit
of
average
an
at
year
son, Helen
this
kets
the low average.
high class acts and rides
marbeen
the
had
with
bear,
which
the
day night appointedL J Hortin
Fenton, Mary Margaret Futrell. Pat on the program. They report there
$7.19. The total monetary income
as chairman of a committee to proending sheep for some time, and
Gingles, Glen Hart.' Jane Hood, was no rowdiness usually prevalent
was $538.841.07.
mote the movement.
vfthe
in
three
wildcats
killed
Geraldine Hurt. Georgia Johnson, at carnival grounds and were especHis aides on the committee are
Loose floor sales totaled 4.716,162
cinity of Blue Rock creek in
Buell
-Which
way
Ivan
the
in
Jones,
pleased
ly
ia
Boyce
Wells Overbey and Marvin WrathHenry
for
069,764.07
bringing
pounds,
northern Mendocino county.
Lassiter,
ple conducted themselves. The
Nell
er. A road committee appointed -by
-'Lamb, Martha
Rupert Craig, printer and news- an average of $5.72, while country
so
state police were very gracious in
Mrs. ,Adrian McBee, owner and the club to help bring about the
Dorothy Elizabeth Meeker. Athin
been
has
man,
who
Paper
2.769.846
to
amounted
purchases
comorder during the event
H. F.. Wall. Jr.. auctioneer-41and paving of Twelfth street is
Wadie Geraldine Miller, Wanda keeping
Ministerial services which will ens. Tex. for a nnmber of years. pounds which sold for $269.076.60
•
T. Sledd,
as well as ceunty-and city officials.
tary spid, "from the last three agent, announce in this Week's posed of Robert S. Jones, Rayburn.
Christine Miller, Helen McDaniel,
continue throughout the day, Sun- was in Murray this week visiting for an average of $7.19
Waylon
paper, an auction sale of the new T. Waldrop. and
Virginia McDougal, Hugh Thames
day at the Sinking Spring Bap- relatives and friends. His mother.
In comparison with last year's crops, and with the larger buying Club View Heights, consistinug of
snent
interests making small pureoeire
McElrath, Ernest Howard Oaktist church and which will fea- Mrs. Clay Craig Moore, who
not
very
a
was
crop
the
1938
sales.
4 lots.
the winter with him and his farnley, Roderick Henderson Outland.
ture sermons in both afternoon ily.liccomnanied him back to Cal- close competitor. Last year. 10.- because of the poor quality leaf.
The sale will be held next ThursSylvia Packman, Novia Imogene
and evening will take place as a loway
Rupert was a printer in 660.409 pounds went over both farmers may well afford to con- day. May 75. at 1 p. m.. and in
Phillips,.
Parks, Clifford Carlyle
part of the annual Membership Day Murray more than 2.,0 years ago, marketing mediums _for. $991.082.26 tinue with, dark tobacco,":What case of rain will be held at the
Trarities..411._ the... First Baptist preemies, . was. announced_ _teda
fiettardefloseefieenaetorosavoi Slime
now orating a well-enuipwith ',venal sections of the dark same time the following day- .
anoavereege of $9.29.
_The---Pine Bluff baseball. „glide_
wouldthey
today
said
tett. trrer 189t4.441-Donchurch here
mons- Frances Wall _Shelton,
Excellent singing will into' r- ped plant in the-Lone Star Sta- ,
fired-uree--ersiftin&-froinAccording to Farmer, the pr
south
just
out Seventh-, 'Broad brought its standing up toot vrtn- -house
dwelling
the
set
ald Clint Sleaggs, tirbena Statks,
sperse the speaking engagements, publishing a daily, also a weekly for corresponding grades of tobac- to burley and air cured types, this bounded by,
Street, Vine Street and the Han.' against two losses over the weekon South Fourth
newspaper.
J. Ben Thurmond. Elizabeth Fay of the church auction to the high- community leaders said.
street at public
He commented very favorably on co_ this season was as good if not territory should find its chief to- Highwny. and are now open for end when it routed the Model
Upchurch, Virginia Veal, Joe Mar- est bidder Saturday afternoon. May
the growth and other progress superior to that of last year, but bacco profits in dark fired types, inspection. Broad street has been outfit 10-1 and dropped a tough
shall Ward. Clara Edrington Wal- 27. at 2:30.
opened and graveled.
Murray shows since his departure, he said 4e per cent of this year's Farmer said.
one to Cherry Corner, 4-2.
drop. and Heron West_ be
Mr. Wall says these lets pre lomutt
said,
they
The dwelling,
and his many old friends here crop was contained in the lugs. A
deIn the Model tilt, the esEfaridge"Farmer
50
yeats,
"For 'over
cated in one of the fastest grow.
Class sponsor is W. B. Moser. moved from the lot immediately
were pleased to be with again. poor season -end disease during
clared. "dark fired tobacco a. has ing sections of the,. city, and that men blasted out 9 hits off of Barr
Members of the girls' trio are so that a new preacher's home may
Rupert is a nephew o' Mrs Allie last summer prevented a desirable
upon as the chief he expects bidding'to be brisk on and Currier. Sills caught for the
Lassiter, this city, and also has quality in large proportions, he been looked
Mary Edith 4x, Mayme Ryan. be erected.
money crop of the Murray trade these lots.
Tennesseans. The _ Bluffers, with
numeroes relatives in the 'county.
and' Miriam McElrath; the boys'
area. It has played an important
,Salyers on the mound and J. T.
He is a son of Mr. and Mrs Clay said.
quartet is composed of Jay Bland,
It is true, Farmer said in a state- part in making this an unusually
Miss Pattie Mae Overbey. pop- Craig, who were residents of the
Elkins receiving, held the visitors
Joe Ward, Herbert Lax. and Hugh
ment especially prepared for pub- well-to-do section. Much of the
•
ular and attractive young' woman Almo vicinity for many_years.
to 5 hits and allowing Ulf plate to
of
many
the
ownership
and
McElrath.
wealth
lication. the market "within the
of Murray, has accepted a position
once, the lone tally becrossed
be
are
traceable
are
members
this
in
country
farms
Club
Glee
Girls'
past few years has lost some de- to the returnsfrom the sale to toas secretary in the office of Dr.
ing made in the fourth frame.
Annabel Stamps, Jean Butterworth,
mand far tobacco it formerly had. bacco.' It Should continfie to take
D
A.
Butterworth.
In the Bluff-Cherry game, the
Fay
A 1935 Ford car stolen Sunday
Elizabeth
Chambers,
Betty Jo
but if ow-growers in this county its place in the farm programs night from, its
She succeeds Miss Anita Ciprian,
parking place on Rivermen outhit Cherry 5-4, but
Citizens_ nf Murray and Benton
Upchurch, Geraldine Hurt. Jane
will held their acreage within a The unfavortible growing weather Main- Street in front of the resi- with Willoughby tossing and WillHood. Frances Sledd, Marjorie will be admitted free to a Kitty who resigned -her post to continue
of 1938 should be a challenge to
The Speer Family of Lawrence- reasonable production we will still
dence of Freeman Wilford, its iams receiving for the Corner -it
Meeker. Nell League baseball game at Mayfield her schooling- at Murray State ColShroat, Dorothy
the farmers of 1939.
have
a
good
market:'
proved too good a combination.
between
May'31,
night,
conlege.
a
in
Wednesday
will
k,
appear
burg, Tenn.,
Alexander. Gretchel Hamric
tobacco growers of owner, was discovered in Paducah
fired
"Dark
He predicted the' export trade
struck out 10 and passcert of sacred music at Hazel high
Mayme Ryan, Clara Fenton. iylvia Hopkinsville and Mayfiekl, it bias
county who are equipped for Monday morning by police who Willoughby
this
school Tuesday night, May 36, it with what domestic consurripdoe raising good quality tobacco should had been notified to be on the ed 2; Sykes, a youngster showing
Packman. Mary Edith Lax, Ruth announced today.
ON TOWNSEND BILL
there is will continue to ednsurne
All Murray and Benton people
great improvement over last seawas announced this moraine
Phillips. Louise Shackleford, Chrise by annually of a gbod --tality crop .be slow to discontinue the growth lookout for the car.
be admitted free, if' th"ey are
- of tobacco and salt& to some other
Upon discovery of the theft here, son. alloaved 4 safe blows, walked
school officials.
tine Miller, Imogene CoTeon, Imo- will
properly identhied at the gate
J. M. Elkins, Paducah business
Reputed to be one of the best from 10 to 12 _million pounds of crop; for with fat its problems. to, Murray police notified Paducah. I and struckout 4.
gene Parks, Lois Neely Sammons,
especially kept for the purpose at man, will address a Calloway groups of old-time spiritual singers dark fired tobacco grown in the bacco has maintained its position Mayfield, and Paris authorities to
The Bluff will journey to the
Urbena Starks, Rachsrel Sammons.
as the best money crop for the be on the watch for a car bearing., Cheney diamond Sunday for a reVeal, the E•ntrance just north of the couhty audience on the courthouse in this section, the Speer Family, Murray idea at fair prices.
Waldrop, ,Virginia
Clara
and
main gate.
Thompson Of Cur-Tare is practically no surplus small farmer Of this section.
square here Saturday afternoon at sponsors of the concert say, will
Wil- turn match
Mary Frances McElrath, Miriam
will likely remain_ so for many the description they 011ie
ford, a local hotel and cafe ope- rier will be on the mound for the
McElrath. and Jane Orr.
Farmer: accompanist is Mies Fran- 2 o'clock on the Townsend Bill, find a ready welcome in this cop- tobacco of the type grown here years," Eldridganen.
ty.
it was announced here Tuesday.
trade secreon hand," the board
Musical director ls Prof. Charles ces Sledd.
The ability to grow tohacco to rator, had left Ida key, In the cos,

FOR ADDRESS NEXT
FRIDAY EVENING

;

1

Byrd & Boaz Buy
T. W.Fain Grocery

Harry Jenkins to
Accept New Post

C. C. Farmer Scoffs at "Recurring Scare"
That Dark Tobacco Market Is Dwindling

Guests
to
Woman's Club 2 Scouts
of-Murray Rotary
Profits on Shows

YBMC to Aid in
Obtaining Park for
Inventor of Radio

Praching Services Rune& Craig. Athens,
Are Scheduled at Tex., Visits Calloway
Sinking Spring

Wall to Hefrr-Bids
on McRee Lots

-Trustees to Sell
Preacher's Home

Pine Bluff Nine Splits
Pair Over Weekend

Miss Patty Overbey
Is _New Secretary
For Dr. Butterworth

Murray, Benton
Citizens to Get
Passes to Game

Stolen Car is Found
By Paducah Police

Speer Family to
Sing at Hazel
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TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 18, 1939

May 19 Prof. C. S. Lowry, of this week Mr and
Murray State College, will deliver son of Paducah

Mrs. Pud

Russell's Chapel

0th-

Across the River

Joppa News

Clinic Hospital Notes

An ggrey to vreepert that Tom
Mr. and Mre Burt Hicks of Mon- is spending this week with her
Patients adMitted this week in- Yöiiei
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Mrs. blevis Utterback dl Amae it _is with the deepest gratitude and James Lee visited Mr. and
rub. Texas. is spending two weeks that we express our appreciation Mrs. Pat Carraway Saturday night.
We Want To Expzess Our Appreciation For The
n-ith Mrs, Osier Graham and other for the many kindnesses bestowed
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Freeland
.reratiiei7"Courtesies -You-'Have Shown "Us During`The •
upon us by our acquaintances and ann son....rMrijkr. and Mts. WillLet outside temperatures
Mrs.- Fred Hisinger of Washing- relatives during the recent illness iam Grubbs.. Mn, and Mrs. Clovis
Years We Have Been In Business In
You won't care if your home Is insuher
Oliver
of,
:'n.. D. .C, is the guest
*Murray
and death of our father. Ben Par- Grubbs. and Mrs. Nellie
lated. Your home will be cool, just
.•rancfparents. Mr. arsd Mrs.
rish, Sincerely.-• Imp Pairish. were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
the right temperature for comfort.''
nehroader, "Mna. Eieinger -attended ceorge Parrish. Mrs. Cora Will- and Mrs. ',Luther Grubb(
1-Poop-Deck-Peppy
"
(
and, it •Will,save on heating cost* ..-'
• tie Derby in- Leminville before comn tarns. Mrs. Flay Elkins.'
in the winter.) It doesni, cord very.
. • •
rig to- Murray- .
much to.insulate your home----Vall t1,4
Mt.. and Mrs.. Ralph' Jones of
Oklahoma City. are visiting her
today and we will OW, you an esti.:randiather, B. M. Langston. and
/mac_ on protection for YOUR borne.
other -relatives. Mrs. Jones 'was
No Obligation: Ng waiting—niaterial
Miss' Frarkes Barbeç before her
on hand.
marriage. '
,Albert MeCab• of Frankla
Mrs.
Far Lumber, Roofing, Paint, Cement, Tenn., was the week-end guilt o
Firm
This
Owing
Anyone
Appreciate
We Wasikl
•-!her. Mrs. B. Cl Humphries
Insulation—Phone 262
Mammoth
Yellow
Brown,
Settle
Soy Bean Seed, Virginia
If They Will Come In At Once And
hassas her guest -
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Hospital News

FRANKLIN PLAN

.ro

FRANKLIN

PUBLIC AUCTION

- SATURDAY, MAY 27, at 2:30

P. M.

S.

LIME YOUR LANDS!

Murray Route 5
. .

Murray Route 8

WALLIS DRUG

NOTICE

TO THE PUBLIC

If your plans are to lime your lands
-see the Farm,Bureau secretary each Saturday at the Farm Bureau Office who
will take your orders. We can furnish
good high quality lime delivered on your
farm any where in the county at $2.20
per ton to non-Bureau members and 10c
less per ton if you are a member. At these
prices all orders must be for 5 tons or
more. ,',oin the Farm Bureau, we need
your a-sistance to carry on the farm pro,. gram.
Calloway County Farm Bureau,
By E. G. NEALE, Pres.

41,r-a -Cooler, More Comfortable Home
Let rfejnatall Crtir
-ROcii Wool

1.4•01•5=-"-

INSULATION

OLD

•

• NOTICE

Headquarters For

HOMESTEAD & AGRICO
FERTILIZERS

To Our Accounts!

and $outhern Lareda

Their Account In Full

Chlrepraetas: -Wee seleace. lass
mates people well and
happy.
••

Inoculation for

MURRAY LUMBER CO„.

Beans

ROSS FEED CO.

DR. W. C. OAKLEY

R. H. Vandevelde & Co

Soy

Chiropractor'
Murray'
909 West Main
FrL P. M.."
Mnrray•Mon., Wed..
Benton: Tem" Timear-di.Jiat. -

Builders of Gality Homes for Over 25 Year's-1-E, Depot Street

North 3rd St—Phone 101
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METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
nee Boone, Jon Lennox, Frank Sunbeam Band Meets
Club Meets At
Allen Pool, Danny Boone, Robert
Sunday, May 31, MO
At four o'clock Tuesday after"Swanatadt". the
Mrs. W. S. Swann, Miss Margaret Duggar Houston, Sammie Crass, noon, the Sunbeam band
Malrbara AshcreftChar es
Wallileigm_
Graves sad Mrs. Gin Its tirmi
-reri o'. y, r --t- -seutrier this- tflue—MOMIsr
R. A.-'w met se-the ‘.
urc
--Stm - Mary their meetings with 10
.
-tor
children Children's Day, at the Methodist morning if there won't be room
ClopJanice
drop, and Charles Wesley Waldrop.
Prances
Weatherly.
,
Tues.
Club
in some corner of the Ledger &
The Monday afternoon bridge meeting of the Musk• • •••
church and at the Sunday School
from May- and two visttors present.
this week for my letter.
club will meet with Mrs. C. S. day evening at -''Swanstadt", the ton and the fallowing
(Additional- Society Page Six
o'clock, the children of Times
Ma9:30
hour,
Marilyn
field:
Mahan.
Bobbie
spacious
The
former.
the
Of
home
,
Mn.
Hostess
Club
Is
Willtsens
Lowry.
A large crowd attended the
Section Two)
the Sunday School will present an
rooms held bouquets of roses and han and Jennie Lind French.
P-TA Hold Meeting'
birthday dinner Sunday at Mr.
•••••
Wednesday, Mae 34
garden flowers .in profusion.
Mrs. J. R. Williams was hostess
The Hazel Parent-Teacher As- interesting program, under the
Sheme-Maapin Wedding
Mrs. 011ie Chambers will be
A beautiful program was pre- Lydian Sunday School Class Of sociation met last Thursday after- leadership of Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft. and Mrs. Otis Eldridge's. •
to her bridge club Saturday'afterTakes Plate
Sunday, Man 7, guests of Mr.
and Thimble sented.
Mr- C R. MeGavern, First_ Baptist Church Entertains noon anti elected the officers for
noon at the home of her father, hostess- to the Book
Alt are urged to be present "ON and Mrs. Loyal Bucy were Mrs.
Miss Iola M. Shouse, daughter
pianist. played "A Feud" from a
Club at 2:30 p. -rn.
as
are
the
They
follows:
Broach
year.
E.
R.
not
may
children
the
that
TIME"
Mentbsrs of the Lydian Sunday
violin sonata transcribed by Goof Mr. and -Mrs. Thomas Edward
Emma Kimbro. Mr. and Mrs. CharMrs. C. D. Clanton. president; be disturbed by those coming in
Sunshine friend gifts were exMiss Lillian Walters and Mrs. dowski. The college string quar- Sch,-1 class were host to their
lie Kimbro and son, Euel Lee, Mr.
Shouse of Joy. Ky., became the
at
a
parlimentarior
friend,
a
mothers
Freeman,
Special
Olgo
Mrs.
their
plate
present
W.
party
will
Will H. Whitnell
tet composed of Mr. and Mrs.
late.
bride of Jesse C. Maupin, son of changed and a dainty
and Mrs. Carnell Thomas, Mr. and
of
home
the
buffst
Mrs.
in
in
supper
pupils
and
expression
Hinkle
and
0.
H.
treasurer;
Daisy
music
Mrs.
Miss
an;
Brandon,
Fox.
H.
Our people are urged to bring Mrs. William'sKimbro, Mrs. AnMr. and Mrs. Jesse G. Maupin, was served by the hostess.
Virion Beard Thursday evening.
Miss Murl Junes, assistant secreGuests in addition to metnbers, a Joint recital at 7:30 o'clock in Mr. F. P. Inglis rendered a Mozart
Murray, on May ' 10 at Murray.
generous offering for all the drew Boyd and children. Opal and
A delightful evening was spent. tary; Miss Ethel Mai Paschall. secthe high school auditorium. The quartet and a Smetana quartet.
The Rev. Thomas Hinchee, Cadiz, were. Mrs. Hal Houston and Mrs. public is invited to attend.
linen guests were Mrs. Barber
money contributed at this service Waymon, Mr. and Mrs. Orville
As an encore they played an eightretary; Mrs. J. R. Mier, historian;
pastor of the Methodist church Gingles Wallis. ,
eenth century dance by Hayden. McEliath and Mrs. Sani P. Marwill be used to promote the Sun- Thurman and son, Charles. Misses
and Mrs. J. E. Littleton, vice-presiThursday, May 23'
The concluding number on the pro- tin.
there. conducted the ceremony in
School work here in our own Eva Mae Kimbro, Lucille Thomas,
day
The Magazine Club will meet gram was "Ballade in G Minor"
Members and their guests were. dent.
and Merle Kimbro. Buck Bucy,
the presence of Mrs. Opal Hinchee Cook Reunion la Celebrated
conference.
Miss
of
home
the
at
at 2:30 o'clock
by Chopin by Mn McGavern who Mrs Wallace Lassiter, Mrs. Henry
Creston Bucy and Ford Thomas.
and. Mrs. Ophie Haschall.
Sunda,'
Lula Holland.
This service will be concluded in
played as an encore Senunnumns Thornton; Mrs, Totter White, Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Garrett, of McKenzie.
is
Willoughby
Miss Lavelle
The bride is a former teacher in
Dalns
Mrs. Clifford
Outland;
music.
service
worship
Chopin's
the
for
time
of
impression
ample
of
visitHazel
group
in
week
is
this
Tents.,
a
On
Day
Monthern
Murray with
in
week
this
spending
the Livingston county schools. The
The B. & P. W. Club Will hold
Smith.
Lowry
Mrs.
during
followed
Un.derwood;
A sontal hour
at 10:50 o'clock, when the pastor
her brother. Aubrey Willoughby,
couple will reside in Murray where relatives enjoyed music and singing the regular supper meeting at which the hostesses served a dainty Mrs Hillard Rogers, Mrs. Stanley ing her parents and sister. Mr.
preach and the choir will preMcDougal; Mrs. Joseph Thornton, and Mrs. Felix Denham. and Mrs. will
and Mrs. -Willoughby.
Ms. Maupin is employen at the in a family reunion at the home six-thirty in the club room with party plate. •
ate
All
music.
special
some
sent
Vera
Mrs.
Doherty,
Mae
Eula
Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Cook,
Guests included- members and Mrs. Conn Tehrnton; Mrs. J. C. D. N. White, and Mr. White.
Miss Merle Kimbro spent the
Farris Machine Shop.
Rogers, Mrs. T. C. Doran and Mrs. the ofIlowing visitors: Mrs. bertha Calitoon, Mrs. Ernest Jones; Mrs.
•• • ••
Zelna Carter, Murray, was a invited to the worship service.
Granny, Ky., in honor of the vispast week in Paducah with her
Ethel Bowden as hostesses.
A.
A.
and
Charles
Doherty
Mrs.
Miss
Hazel visitor Tuesday afternoon.
Acme. Mrs. Minnie Gray,
The evening wership service will aunts, Mrs. Lillie Thomas, Mrs.
Allurrity Woodman Circle Members itor's mother, grandmother,
Connie Frasier, Mrs: nuhnny Pat- Sexton, Mrs. W. T. Workman; Mrs.
Mrs. Tessie Elliott of Missouri be called in that all of our people Lorene Clark and Mrs. Gay Boyd.
and mother-in-law. It kad been
To Attend Mayfield Meeting
terson, Mrs. Will Dale, all of Rote McDougal, Mrs. Henry Far- spent several days last week here
The Pine Bluff ball team demay be present at the high school
The Murray Grove 1213 of the nerly 20 years since the older ones Curry and L W. Lennox.
Paris, Mrs. Ralph Stanfield. of Los ris, Mrs. Hugh _Farris, Mrs. Sammie visiting her sisters-in-law, Mrs. 0.
auditorium to hear the Rey. Charles feated 'Model, Tenn., Sunday, by
Supreme Forest • Woodmen Circle had been together and there were
A delightful party plate was Angeles, Mrs. L. W. Lennox and Parris; Mrs. Eddie Spence, Mrs.
Homer Serrett; Mrs. Hunter Love, T. Weatherferd and family and It. Brewer deliver the baccalauren a score of 10-1. Hurrah for Pine
met at 7:30 on May 11 in the new grandchildren who had never served to Mrnland Mrs. H. C. Curry, Mrs. Bob Gatlin,
Mrs. J. E. Haywood; Mrs. Frank Mrs. Callie Russell.
Lodge hall with the state president met their great uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Lennox, Dr.
ate sermon to the graduates of the Bluff.
Lancaster Mrs. Norman Klapp;
Homer Pentecost of Murray was Murray High School This is a
Mason Thomas has had an in-'
of the circle, Mrs. W. Z. Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Cook, of and Mrs. Hugh Houston, Mr. and Bridge Club Meets With
Mrs.' Samuel Adams, Mrs. Burgess in Hazel Tuesday on business.
Mrs. Hughes
fected-- linger, though it is much
our
who is also local guardian, pre- Motel, Tenn.
of
graduates
the
due
courtesy
Parker, Sr.; Mrs. Raymond OutMrs. R. C. Frazee, Miss Naomi
better now.
New
Mr. , and Mrs. Claude Anderson splendid high school.
siding over the meeting.
ose present were Mr. and Mrs. Maple, Mr. and Mrs. Charles StewMrs. Nat Ryan Hughes enter- land, Mrs. D. M. Parks; Mrs. HerEdward Thomas has purchased
members received in the grove at Tollie Cook and children, Cecil art, Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston and tained her bridge club yesterday man Outland, Mrs. Wavel Out- were dinner guests Wednesday
Our young people will meet in
new bicycle and says he Intends
a
at
of
night
home
and
the
Mr.
Mrs.
Collegiate Inn.:
this time were Miss Ilene Colson, and Robert Howard, Mr. and Mrs.
.at
noon
aftei
land:
E.
Miltoo,
R.
Mrs.
Kelly, Mrs.
their respective groups in their reMr. and Mrs: Willard Davidson.
ride awhile now.
won
to
was
prize
score
Lynn
at
Fleetwood
high
Grove
Crouch
The
Miss Elizabeth Hopson, Mrs. Jesse Coy Cook all of Murray, Mr. and
Outland:
Wiron
Mrs.
Mrs.
Beard,
• • • • •
spective rooms at 7 o'clock, thus
negy picking is all the talk
by 'Mrs. ,blayme Ryan Hughes.
_ Strawn
Titer'. Beard, Sr.; Mrs. Fred Ber- and attended the play directed by
Wicker, Mrs. Genora Hamlet. Two Mrs. Ambrose Cook and son, Aubmeeting
of
time
later
this
using
Club
Entertains
Mrs.
Overby
the
at
neighborhood.
Refreshnients were served
this
gin Mrs. Walter Miller; Mrs. James Mr. Jeffrey.
in
around
visiting members from ,the Hardin, rey of Model, Mr. and Mrs. Noble
the
to
the
ourselves
accommodate
to
game
to
the
of
conclusion
Undtrwood, Mrs. Leslie Smith:
Wish everyOne that "picks" good
Mr. and Mrs. Otto. Swann of
Ky., Grove were present.
Mrs. Wells Overby was hostess eight members present.
Allen and children, Corbet, Goldie,
-erne--the
of
days
summer
Miss Eurene Witty, Mrs: Jewel Murray were guests of-- Mr. and long
.
luck.
Plans were made to attend. the
' s• • • • 6 Witty -Minigerre Tarry, Jr., Mrs.
Kelley, Grady, Arnim, Myrna-Loy last Thursday rtfbrning to thernbere
Mrs. Walter Thurman, who unWe welcome all visitors and
Mrs. Claud Anderson last Thursday
Second District meeting of the
and,
'club
followthe
bridge
her
of
Eugene
Tarry,
Sr.:
NewMrs..irene.
-Mrs.
of
and Junior
Cadiz, Mr. and
Holds Meeting
derwent an operation last week, is
strangers to our services.
Supreme Forest Circle to be held
...
ten. Mrs. Conn Billington; Mrs. night.
Dallas Cook and boys, Glennis, Les- ing additional guests: Mrs. E. B.
many
Her
slowly improving.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor.
at the Hall Hotel, 'Mayfield, on
Bynum. -Mrs. C. F. Evans;
The UDC ntet-Wodnesday afterW.
Mr.
Mrs.
Miltsead,
and
B.
Mrs.
Houstoh,
Hal
Mrs.
Howton,
Bobby and Darrel, of Dry
friends wish her a speedy recovery.'
home of Mrs. Henry Mrs Guthrie Roberts, Mrs. Ctea- Mrs.' Bettie James and daughter,
the
at
noon
Twenty-five rpembers lie,
May 27.
Baker
Creek, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Cook Charles Stewart, Mrs. George
Miss Moela Steele spent SaturElliott with Mrs. Neva Waters burne Adams, and Mrs. Fred Guod- Miss Ubbie. spent Sunday in Fulfrom Murray expect to attend the
Gracey, Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Frazee.
and Mrs. Homer Williams assisting Man,
CHURCH OF CHRIST"
day night with Mies Sarah Nell
meet and the local drill team, and son. Lacy Ray. of
as
ton
the
of
and
guests
relatives
Mrs. W. Z. Carter was awarded hostesses.
Futrell.—"Rambler".
under the direction of Mrs. Lucy and Mrs. Leland Cook and chilfriends.
the club prize for high score and
The business session was preEld. Charles Brewer, Professor of
Coleman. will assist in the ritual- dren, Wyman, Harley Clayton and
and
Mr.
Mrs. Bob Bray were English at David-Lipscomb College,
and
( of Gracey, Mrs. J. J. Mrs. Hal Houston the guest prize. sided ,over by the chairman for
istic work at the district meeting. Myra Nell
Paris visitors Sunday afternoon.
Nashville, will conduct the reachRefreshments were served by the the following officers elected
• ••••
Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Taylor
next year: Mrs. W. P. Roberts,
Mrs. Shells Bray Petty of Paris ing services Sunday morning at
and sod, H. E. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. hostess.
chairman: Mrs. Zelna Carter, viceMiasiosary Society Meets
was here Sunday night to visit 11 o'clock.
chairman; Mrs. B. W. Overby. re_ Miss Paschall Weds William
Martin's Chapel Missionary So- B a rthy Taylor _ and children.
Sunday School convenes- at 9:45her mcither, Mrs. Frank Bray and
Mrs. Henry El- . McKinley Osborn
secretary;
cording
Tyree
Naydean,
add
Gene,
Betty
Birthday
Honors
Gladys,
Club
the
Miss
at
afternoon
Tuesday
met
ciety
family.
AN ImelbacIlimillel".1.
liott, corresponding ntecretary; Mrs.
Miss Ouida Paschall, daughter of
Miss Francis Neel, all of Gracey,
.1S.Oesisd. started duets owe, two sod
home of •Mrs. Autry Farmer. .
Approved,
e
Mrs. Haney Hall of Paducah was
Members of the Birthday Club G. B. Scotts treanurer Mrs. J. P. Mr. and Mrs. 11
three weeks old. Priee• right. *We lihreel=
Paschall,
C.
.
0
of
'
is
farmer
county
Livingston
A
over
presided
children,
and
Cameron
was
Charles
Mrs.
meeting
The
FREE CATALDG.Write. aurvomeir NA
M.
Mrs.
and
registrar,
Lassiter,
in Hazel Monday visiting, relatives. devoting 100 acres of land in the ow wort roamsOTIS=• t,,aseekrrot lusarroart
last
roast
Thursday
weiner
a
gave
the
Wilof
became
bride
Puryear,
TheoA
-president.
Estalen and Charles. Mrs.
by Mrs. C. B.'Ford
historian.
Mr. Quitman Lamb and family panhandle area to strawberries.
Baptist picnic D. Holton,
very interesting report of the Mis- dore Powel and little daughter, evening at the
The program consisted of two ham McKinley Osborn, son of W. have moved to Mrs. Annie Grogan
of
birthday
the
of
honor
in
ground
Covington,
interesting book reviews. Mrs. C. Osborn. of Hazel. Sunday mornsionary conference at
Wilma Loys of Hopkinsville.
from the Herschel' Corn reported on "And ing at 9:30 o'clock in the home of Walker's place in West Hazel.
Tenn., was given by Mrs. H. L.
At the noon hour a table was Miss Velma Tyree. A gift
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Morgan- had
Lax, who was sent as a delegate spread with good fodd and a prayer club was presented Miss Tyree and Tell of Time" ISe Laura' Krey and the -bride's parents. The two imCarter on "Jeffersinn444,1e4ime--tranilies and it few inti- as their dinner guests Sunday, Mrs.
by the sotsiety. Mrs. nienry An- of thanks ,was offered by Ambrose one was sent to Mrs. Waylon Ray- Mrs. ZelnaHarris Dirkson.
Morgan's sisters and their families.
Davis" by
drews very ably discussed "Broad- Cook. /n the afternoon the group burn who was unable, to be presA party plate was served to mate friends were the only guests
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hargrove and
ent.
present.
ening Our Rural Horizon".
a
paid
'some
followthe
and,
made pictures and
eighteen members
daughter, Jessie Mai, of FarmingThere were fifteen members who ing adslitional guests: Mrs. Errett
After the business session de- visit to Cerulean to See Sulphur
The Rev. K. G. Dunn, pastor of
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Newell Doores
enjoyed this delightful occasion.
lightful' refreshments *ere served Springs.
Gardner. Mrs. Fred James and the -Hazel Methodist church offiand children of Backusburg. Mr.
•• • • •
Mrs. Autrey Farmer.
to the Rev. send Mrs, H. L. Lax.
ciated. The ring ceremony took arid Mrs. Max Hurt and daughter,
• • • • •
Book Group Meets Monday
Mrs. Ed Farmer, Mrs. Crit Farmer. Corinne Thurman Weds
place before an improvised altar Jerry of Murray, and Mason McTraining Sehool Students
Evening,
Miss Dona Padgett, Mrs. Fred , Joseph Rexroat
• - -of- firaduating floor baskets filled Culston of Kirksey.
Music Festiral
Attest
Andrews.
Mr.
Henry
Mrs.
AAIJW
the
James.
The Book Group of
wnh-dresden shaden flnwers lianaCarry Carter, Murray City, Tenn.,
C. B. Ford. Mts. W. E. Whitnell,
A wedding of quiet simplicity met Monday evening. May 15, at
Eleanor Hire and Oliver Hood ed by candelabras holding white
visited his sister, Mrs. Vernon
Swann.
sdiss
„
at
ruin
School
Mrs. Nat Gibbs, Mrs.
was solemnized on Saturday morn- 7:30 with Miss Mattie _Trousdale represented the Training
sr"'
James. a few days last week.
Mrs. Harmon Whitnell. Frances ing, May thirteenth at ten o'clock at her, home on North Sixteenth the music festival which was held
The bride's brother - and sister,
in Lexington last week-end. They
Mrs. Otis Darnell and Mr. and
Whitnell. Mrs. Will Washer, Mr*. het Miss Corinne' Thurman be- street.
were accompained by Dr. and Mrs. Forrest Paschall and Mrs. Frank Mrs. Clay and Marilyn, of KirkNoble Roberts, and Mrs. Autry came the bride of Joseph Rexroat
Mrs. Rob Mason led the discus- Charles Hire..
Dalton were the only attendants. sey, spent Sunday in the home of
rarmer.
of Lebanon Junction and Louisville. sion on "My America" by Louis
Miss Hire received a rating of The bride Was attired in an en- Mrs. Maud Orr and family.
meetlast
the
and
was
her
on
this
read
numbers
As
superior
piano
Adamic.
The single ring service was
semble of white angel skin with
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Jones spent
E. A. Hughes Celebrates Birthday by the. bride's father, the Rev. J. ing of the year each member drew Mr. Hood rated as excellent on his
white accessories. Her Shoulder Sunday as the guests of Mr. and
number.
contestants
Both
clarinet
At Daughter's Home
H. Thurman. at their home in the a book from those read and disbouquet was of gardenias, roses and Mrs. Barney Paschall and family,
Mr. T. A. Hughes of Cheyenne. presence of the immediate family cussed .this year. Miss Lillian Hol- are outstanding among the music
lilies of the valley. Mrs. Dalton near Mid-Way.
students at the Training School.
celebrated his 90th birthOkla
• • • • •
and a few close friends, including lowell was reelected president of
wore a becoming dress of strewn Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones ,were
day at the home of his daughter,
,
Mrs. Joe Johnston, Miss Helen the group for next year.
Bridge Club Meets Wednesday -- • berry sheer with biege aceessories. in Paducah Tuesday on business
Mrs. H. L. Jones. and Mr. Jones
„..„
Morning
Refreshments were served by the
Johnston, Miss Ann Herron of HaFollowing the ceremony Mr.s and to visit their daughter, Mrs.
of Lynn Grove, on May 7. A dehostess to the twelve members
zel and Miss Christine Johnston.
bride, serv- Richard Terrell and family.
the
to
served
was
dinner
lightful.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone was hostess to Paschall, mother of the
The tieing room was fragrant present.
You can leave your "motor worries" at home when you let
Shelby Hicks - of Quincy, Ill.,
her bridge club yesterday morn- ed the guests a breakfast plate
immediate family of Mr. and Mrs.
and
bride
The
flowers.
with
spring
left
couple
the
who
Later
Murray.
Hendons check year eat. Why not stop here before every
of
style.
Hicks,
buffet
Turkverard
Tom
Mrs.
home.
and
her
at
ing
honoree.
Jones. and the
Hold
Circles
enMeetings
Missionary
unattended,
were
who,
groom,
for
was
the
ner
Florida
awarded
prize
to
trip
in
motor_
visiting
weeks'
for
two
a
for
been
have
whether around town or a long way off? IWe'll see that
Mrs.
trip,
and
Those present were Mr.
The circles of the Alice Waters high 'score.
points of interest in East Tennes- seeeral .days, arrived in Hazel
* the water, tires, oil, battery and windows are in good order!)
A. H. Waldrop'.' Mr. Bill Jones, tered to the strains of Lohengrin's
Guests included members and
Mrs. Nannie Pullen: Mrs. L. S. wedding march played by Miss Missionary Society held their reg: one visitor, Mrs. Charles Sex- see, and North and South Carolina. Tuesday afternoon and spent the
ular meetings Tuesday afternoon
Upon their return they will be at night with their parents, Mr. and
SPECIALISTS IN FACTORY CHART
Barger, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Driver, Christine Johnston at the piano.
ton.
Mrs. R. R. Hicks before going to
The bride, a lovely blonde, wore at two-thirty.
home in Hazel.
LUBRICATION
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Barger,. Mr.
work.
of
places
...respective
The Baker circle met at the home Mother's Club Holds Meeting
The bride attended Murray State their
and Mrs. Edgar Pullen, Mr. and for her wedding a white and dusty
Marfak System
Famous
the
By
of
baby
and
Mrs. Paul Hendrick
The Mother's Club met Wed- Teachere College rand for the 'past
Mrs. Ira Breech, Mr. .and Mrs. pink ensemble with white acces- of Mrs. Henry Elliot'. with Mrs.
Tom Hughes, Thomas, Jr., Lera sories and a corsage of gardenias Clyde Brooks and Mrs. Charlie nesday afternoon in the first grade two years has been a prominent Murray are visiting Mrs. Hendrick's
room at the Training School. Dur- teacher in Henry county.
mother, Mrs. Will Miller.
Cain assisting hostesses.
Nell,. Mr. and Mrs. Carl - Dick. E., and lilies of the valley.
business session the folMrs. Joe Baker presided over the ing the
Mrs. Rexroat, of attractive perJoe, Leon, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Mr. Osborn is cOnnected in busiwere elected for
Officers
lowing
Shy Ch f and Fire Chief Gasoline .. . Texaco and
Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Henry sonality, is the center on a wide business., session and .Mrs. Robert next year: Mrs. Hall Hood, prnsi- ness with the Hazel Lumber CornParis Graduates
Motor Oils . . . Wheel Aligning • . .
Havolj
Mrs. Earl group of friends. She graduated Smith had charge of the program. dent; Miss Bertie Manor, vice- pany and is one of Hazel's finest
Williams. Mr. and
Owens, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin War- at Murray High School and re- The devotional was conducted by president; Mrs. Herschel Corn, sec- young citizens.
Brake Service . . . Battery Service . .. Car Wash-,
Paris—Grove High School will
ren, Ed Jones, Hollis,. Eugene and ceived her A. B. degree from Mur- Mrs. Carter Whitnel. A discussion retary; and Mrs. Charlie Crawing and Polishing ... Firestbne and Cooper Tires
hold its 32nd annual graduation
Ola. Mae. Harold McWaters, R. ray State College. She has taught of the spring conference to be held ford. treasurer.
and Tubes ...
Society
Seventy - six
exercises 'tonight.
First grade students, undni the Baptist MissiollarY
Thomas. Thom-as Edward Stuntson, for the past two nnars at Lebanon in Murray followed and plans formsane
Tuesday
of
Carters.,
Meet*
direction
Morris
diplomas.
for
candidates
seniors,
CORNER 4th AND WALNUT—PHONE 82
LaMercer,
Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
ulated. E. J. Beale presented sev- a group of numbers. They -then
Junction.
The Woman's Missionary So- will take part in the exercises.
,
Donne and Charles Wayne, -Shirchurch
Mr. Rexroat holds a position ers/ accordian numbers.
of
Baptist
ciety
Hazel
the
Beandramatized "Jack and the
Scott Fitzhugh, prominent Memphis
ley sDurharn, Mr. and . Mrs. H. L: with the L&N. railroad. He and
"The
solos,
Vbcal
held
and
r
nee
afternoon
Rosary",
Tuesday
met
Delightful refreshments,
attorney, Will deliver 'the class adJones Thelma, Nellie Ruth, Mr. and his bride will make their home for served the
tw.ciye members pres- and 'The 'Holy City" n'ere given their May Royal services program. dress at the commence-Men/ proAnder- Mrs 0. 13, Turnbow was in charge
Mr.
Mrs. K. Hughes- ,
Callender
Mr.
and
by
the present in Lebanon Junction. ent.
gram which will begin at 8 o'clock
•
son,"students at the college. Short
of the program which had as its at the First Methodist church.
On the completion of her school
talks were made by W. J. Captheme,• "The Great Commission,
term this week they will leave on Mrs. Bryarr Tolley and Mrs. N. P. linger and Carman Graham.
Refreshments were served by and the Ministry of Healing."
a wedding trip to include Wash- Hutson were hostesses to the Dale
The program follows: Hymn,
ington, D. C. and the World's Fair circle at the home of 'the former. mothers pf children in the pri"My Faith- Looks Up to Thee";
at New York.
Mrs. Tolley, the vice-chairman, mary grades.• • ,•
New Method
•
devotional, Mrs. Turnbow; prayer.
presided over the business session Patricia
Broat:itl'Celebeates
taking
those
Hawley;
M.
A.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mts. Boren Are Hosts
Mrs. W. A. Bell connucted the deBirthday
'
OOHOES
SH
part in the discussion of the topic
Mr. and Mrs 0. L. Boren had votional and made a talk on 'The
Litt!e niiss Patricia Br ach celeH.
tlidf Soled and Heeled
gueannor bridge Friday evening at Home."---A -reeding, "The Lost bratecl her fourah birthday Wed- were Mrs. Grate Wirson. Mrs.
.
Neely,_ Mrs. J. H. Hodge. Mrs.
their home on North Seventh Purse," by Miss Mary Jo Skaggs nesday sfternoiain with a party---et,
--at—
MilAccurately and Carefully street. The game was played at was enjoyed. Mi.& 0. T. Skaggs_ the horn' of her parents. Mi. arid Coleman Hurt. Mn. W. B.hymn,
Harry Broach on West Olive stead, Mrs. Frank Vaughn;
Mrs.
Compounded of Purest --four tables and the high score presented "Bible Truths" and Mrs. Street.
"The Touch of His Hand on Mine";
prizes - Were awirded Mrs. H. C B. W. Overby diseassed the article,
•
Drugs
Games were played on. the lawn Mrs. Turnbow read a poem..
el* IFe pritit
guest. A- dainty lee course
Outlook." ------------- -ness session was held ,.with Mrs.
During the serial hour refresh- was served.- The honoree 'received W. B. Milstead presiding.
,
lovely gifts from her little
many,
ments were served to twenty mem'The group -Was dismissed Jay
friends.
bers.
Those present Were n),ochie Fay Mrs' Wilson' Eleven members
Basement Elmo* Beale Hotel
HERE'S PART OF THE PROGRAM:
Hart, Nancy Wear, Edward Over- and one visitor, Mrs. S. S. Garrett,
the
at
met
by, Ann Fentors-rarotyn Mehrgin. MeXenile,- Tenn wee nresent
The Putnaftt circle
FRIDAY—Arrival of Queen and Royal
Court...Coronation of Queen...Tour
home of Mrs. J. D. Sexton with Mrs. Ann Rhodes, Prances Lee Farmer,
of Downtown Section by Royal Party ...
Burnett Warterfieln assisting host- Roberta Fon. Billie Sue Fox. Ann
Carol
Betty
CothGardner,
Kelly
Evening—spectacular 2-Hour Fireworks
ess and seventeen Members pres- am, Nancy Lou Cotham. Mary
Display, largest ever displayed in this
ent.
Frances Williams. Tommie Doran,
section of :fat*
The business session was presided Dickie. Coy. Bill Davis.- Mary Ruth
SATURDAY—r.00berote Parade with about
over by Mrs. Sexton. Miss Alice Cochran, Virene Beard, Barbara
Sledd, Ann
50 Floats, Bands from practically every
WiterS conducted the -Bible study Jean 'Maddox,
county ...competing of bands for prises
ands Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins led in Curry, Betty Sue Hutson. Junior
Jones, William Jonah Gibson. Jim ...awarding of gifts to Queen and Atprayer. Mrs. Corbin gave a history
tendants... judging end awarding of
3 Regular Barbers,-4 on Saturdays
of three hymns, "Abide With Me."
prises to Strawberry growers. Ivesting—
"My Faith Looks Up to Thee," and
Free Street Donee... Music by oultstandTING
CLEAN—SANITARY—INVI
iota orchestras, followed by LC.C. Queen'.
"More Love to Thee." Mrs. John
Boll et Florid Hell.
Employees and
James reported on the recent disWe Extend a Special Invitation to All TVA
trict meeting.
A BIG TIME AWAITS YOU. ELABORATE
All Newcomers to Murray, As Well As Our Old Patrons
• Inuring the social hour lovely rt.
Real Estate 'Zed Rentals.
STREET DECORATIONS—FUN GALORE!
freehments were served.
Those Who • called during the
afternoon were Mr. and Mrs. Mart
Rogers, T. Scroggen, Edna Sparks,
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Around About News

Mamie

Social Calendar

HAZEL NEWS

NOT A

4
lab. ,

vionalfa

tss
CARLOAD

HENDON'S
Texaco Station
Checks 'Your Car

FEATURING

CREPE

Prescriptions

NEW LOW PRICES

DUTOISSHOE SHOP

IF IT'S "SERVICE"

Friday-Satutday, May 26-27

us.11111111111•11111111111111111

•

You Are Invited To Visit Our Newly
Remodeled and Redecorated
Barber Shop

a

. •E:30.0011
0

You Get It From The

A.- L. RHODES .'

MURRAY LAUNDRY

By Phoning 303, and clean, white, sterilized clothes
besides. A laundry,service that is as quick as .it is
efficient. Efficient in that we have our own deep
well, and all clothes are washed in pure soft water.

A. H. KOPPERUD
Attorney
Over Dale and Stubblefield

West Main Street

Selling AIL kinds of Houses,
Lots,'-and 1*mi

WILKINSON'S

Office Peoples Sa#Usgs Bank
Room 11

Sanitary Barber Shop
306 EAST MAIN STREKT

PHONE 61-J
--•••••••••••
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Frank Smith Shows Training School
To Play All Week
Orchestra to Play,

Service. Charges reasonable. Day FOR RENT-Three unfurnished
phone • 97; Night phone 543-W. rooms, suitable for apartment. '
MOTION PICTRE
We Pay Highest Market
Porter Motor Co, Chevrolet Sales Price reasonable. Or one furnPrices For
WORLD'S FAIR Used Car Special: and Service.
BOGGEn
tf ished bedroom. _ 105 South 10th
Sponsored by the Murray Post
tCantinnect from Zug_ 11
Iseig
rwar,i . sowil lasigg„
EGGS, POULTRY,
.8.
.ase.lite 'American', -term- the-Prank --the--Trartartng , Bch**, *teamster*
tree, and motor. Sale price, 60c per 100 by mail. Also Hot and
and CREAM
will be furnished by the high Smith Shows will continue in Mur- will present a concert in the col$47.50. Murray Motor Co.. we Sweet Pepper.
L. BEALE. 405 For Rent - Fxrnished Sleeping school band. The committee in ray through Saturday night, it was lege auditoriu'rn Friday night in
trade. Easy terms. DeSoto-Ply- North 7th. Si.. Murray. Ky.
lp 'room. Private entrance; modern charge of the program is composed announced today by troupe offi- the college auditorium at 7:30. The
Highest Market Prices Paid
mouth Dealer, 512 West Main,
conveviences. See Eugene Tarry. of Misses Myra • Bagwell, Lola cials.
MURRAY
orchestra will be assisted by the For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool
Phone 233.
lc NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC-1 have Jr.. 104 So 12th. St.
lc
Tonight's show, "Watch My Darl- Girls Glee Club,
Clayton Beale, Meadow Huie, and
bought Out Quitman Lamb at
Special numbers have been ar- We Sell All Kinds of Feed
PRODUCE£0
FOR SALE-25,000 Tathato Plans; Hazel. and am ready to serve you WORLD'S FAIR Used Car SeeCial: Ruth Lassiter; and Wilburn Cavitt ing Daiighter," will be supplemented' by "amateur night" which will ranged under the direction of Miss
10 different varieties. Wilt'retist- with all kinds of corn arid feed 1928 Chevrolet Coach. Good Tires and Charles Farmer.
Plums 441-13th and W. Ilan
East Maple (Depot) St.
stuBeach,
M.
Joe
Hinkle.
Daisy
the
on
the
appearance
feature
its
making
of
Concerning tha
ent. True to name: 50c per 100; grinding, fertilizer, groceries, et. and Motor. A bargain at $35.00.
will direct the ortra
nstteacher,
ee
dh
-Wn movie by the school, Canon, stage of local talent in any line c
ci
apprecitrade.
Easy
We
Motor
Co.
be
Murray
will
Your'._patronage
STREA-MLINZD 1239 WRECKER ated. Ray Lassiter. Owner. M18p Terms. DeSotii-Plym..uth Dealer, who is head of tile physical science of music. Contestants may sign up
SERVICE. New equipment. 24.
512 West Main St. Phone 233. lc department, said he hoped to in- for amateur appearance until show.
•
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker FOR SALE-10.000 Pounds Red
augurate "a class in photography time tonight.
Ow Friday night, "Jesse James"
Top Hay, 50c Hundred. 'See John ROOM FOR RENT-Either for by next fall. Ninety per cent, he
,M18p Sleeping or vacant. Private en- said, of the pictures sused in this will be dramatized on the stage;
Moore., Hazel. R. No, 1.
trance. Reasonable. Also have a year's school annual were made 'by and orf Saturday night-the last
FOR SALE-Pulverized Limestone trailer will sell cheap. Call at his department.
session of the show in Murray this
for soil sweetening $1.50 per ton. 1308 Main.
the department year--"The Texas Ranger," a westlaboratory,
the
In
F. 0. B. Crusher. near Concord,
Ma.ny important facts
has a revolving reel on which 100 ern comedy, will be given.
Ky.' Brisenifine Bros. Can furn- HELM'S CHICKS - LOW SUMabout funeral direction
feet of movie film. can be develish any amount, any time. . Jlp MER PRICES-ROCKS. REDS.
are entirely overlooked
sary materials. All mechanical
s CLOCK
'
Kroger
WYANDOTTES. Orpingtons, Leg- oped at one time. A hundred feet
until the time of need
of film costs around 75 cents, and equipment other than cameras and
FOR SALE-Good used-1938 West- horns $6.90 hundred, postpaid
arises, so we invite yon
inghouse Electric
pullets will run from 2,4 to 3 minutes such was made by students in the
Males $345. •Assorted
to drop in and let us
manual arts class. To cut down on
sell at a bargain_ See it lifiday $10.40. Officially pullorum tested. when projected on the scneen.
give you a courteous
at R. H. Vandevelde & Co.. N. Gciverruhent
Quick- Canon edits his own film, but expenses, the club usually Uses inApproved.
and intelligent presen5th St.
delivery. Free instructive bulle- he has at least six good amateur expensive film and does its own
tation of the facts betin. HELM'S JIATCHERY, Padu- photographers who help him with processing, except in the case of
FOR SALE-Trailer. $15. New cah, Ky.
fore a hurried decision
M25p the pictures. Perhaps the outstand- color photography.
USN
Suitable
tires alone worth $10
must be made.
ing student photographer is Harry
Tom
else.
anything
BIGGEST
or
boat
VARIETY.
for
A friendly, impersonSEABOARD PAINT-Just bought Fenton, who personally took most
lp
Rowlett.
the
Bread Buy!
al discussion of
le• Gallons of Seaboard Outside of the annual pictures. Photo11••• sow . . was fours agoity ... woo THAE-CON•
24-Phones-25
*
services you may serail,
TIMED tairmal. Vet C104 *owl •••, se*. row Ins.
THE MIRACLE VALUE!
RENT-Furnished • sleeping White House Paint. None better graphy. was not even considered California Oranges, doz. .___ lee
FOR
Noisy - awry 44,0 TomIs and WI •ria, 15••••••••Y SI On
day be called upon to
20c or 300
Wiggly
room. -for couple. Price reason- and Whiter. Bought in 'Bankrupt as a part of the curricular or extra- Fla. Oranges, dos
krogsr•Piggly
I•4111ACii
at
lily
reviard you
engage
save you S11.00 on curricular activities-,:ar the school
lee
-able ---312 N. 4th "St.. Mrs. I. L. job apd
New Potatoes, small, 5, lbs.
uith a nevi feeling or
every gallon you get as long as it until last fall whea 18 students
Barnett.
Hie
Large. 4 lb..
1.P
J.
W.
truly,
confidence.
very
Yours
testa.
tic
organized the Kamera Klub and 6 lbs. New Cabbage
heatsteam
nished
M25p
RENT-Fur
FOR
Denham.
lee
appointed Canon as their sponsor. Hershey's Candy, 3 bars
Sincerely,
ed apartment, electrically equiplee
himself learned photo- Chocolate Drops, lb.
Canon
West
information
Rowlett.
for
$10 REWARD Mrs. J. D.
ped
lc leading to recovery of LaSalle bi- graphy „through experimentation White Ring Flour, made by
Main St.
The
For
d
Omega Mills, 24 lbs. and
Number 49064. taken from and study on the subject.
J. H. Churchill
75c
Colored Plate
FOR RENT-3 rooms and bath, the porch of my home Thursday equipment, the photographic club
Funeral Home
Sec
furnished apartment with elec- night. May 11. L. L. Veal. Phone has a view camera for still pic- Guaranteed Flour, 24 tbs..
Telephone 7
trically equipped kitchen. Phone 104:
, lc tures, a dark room, a printing box. White Salt Side Meat. lb. 2., 12lioc
Sc
Murray, Ky
100. Mrs. A. D Butterworth, 11
a 3-bulb floodlight with a capacity White Jowl Meat, lb.
LOST - Boston Terrier. Male. of from 4,000 to 4.500 watts, tri- Bacon, sliced thin or thlok, 111 _25c
23c
Black with white throat, collar. pods for cameras, and other neces• Dexter Sliced Bacon, lb,
and chest. About 14 males high.
Swift's Branded Steak,
Answers to name Skippy. Liberal
Pork Chops
Bulk
Fine Granulated
A WORLD'S FAIR of Special used
lie
lb.
reward for information leading
46`
10 Pounds'
cars at lowest prices - Fords, Dressed Fryers,
SUGAR
recovery. J. H. Shackleford.
ler
Chevrolets, Plymouths, Dodges Veal Rib Roast, lb.
S 15th Si Phone 5454 or 420. lp
. 39c
lbg
h b3algb. 55c Spotlight 3ba
e 1c9c
b.n
Fr
We Trade, Easy Terms. _Murray Octagon Soap, 6 giant bars and
.s4gcL
lbn
lca
25c
10 extra Coupons
2
• ;WORLD's FAIR Used Car Special: Motor Co.. DeSoto-Plymouth dealk
b
uc
la
P
C
.
c
.
a
C
FFEE
V
tic
Onion Plants, 100
1930 Chevrolet Coach in good con- er.- 512 West Main St. Phone
lie
. lc New Tomatoes, lb.
dition to take in both fairs at 233.
C. Club or Del Monte
tile
Marco Prepared Mustard, qt.
Co.
Motor
Murray
No. 2'• Cans 25c
50.
$57
only
Beef
HAlveeds or 2 No, a2:a 29c Avondale
Banquet
and
Topmost Fine Foods
Sec
Lard
Pointer
Pure
-Female
birddoS.
bucket
lb.
8
We trade, easy terms. DeSoto- LOST
2
ale
Brand
ACIES
with liver
ticked,
liver
and
White
35c
4 lb. carton
Plymouth Dealer. 512 West Main
zing around one eye. Notify Pay for Red Eye Tobacco
lc Walter.,,,Boone. Murray. Ky.
Phone 233.
c
lc
Fancy PINK or CHUM
Tall can
C. Club
15c
Beam, lb.
1O
Can
Tall
Red
Fancy
wellSALMON
FOR SALE-Good, nice,
FOR SALE-Good kindling. cheap Pay for Purple Hall Peas, lb. Ilk
cleaned Virginia Soybeans. Prices Wrecking Nat Ryan Residence Pay for Fresh Eggs, In Trade
the
at
or
See H. E. Wall, Jr..
are right. See or call. E
20 oz. Twisted, 16 oz. Vienna
lie
ltc- Dozen
doz 5c
eic
admw
an
tyle 9c 3 for 25 ROLLS,PAN
sh
4 oozz..SH
24
2
M25p site,
Neale.

CLASSIFIEDS

•

PRODUCE

1

Important
Facts . ..

1,11111111111111111111_11101111

BROGER 1

NEW LOW PRICE

PE

8c 2 for 15`

BRE

FEEDING PROFITS!
Good Livestock and Poultry
FIVE REASONS WHY YOU SHOUD FEED

Each 35c

4. Murphy's Concentrates cuts the cost of production, thus insuring bigger profits with less cash
outlay.
5. Murphy's Concentrates are positively guaranteed to give their results. So that feeders are
always protected in using them.

25`

Embassy Brand PEANUT
2 Pound Jar 23c

'BUTTER

•

Lipton's
bOx
TEA 34 lis

1-4blb 20c
39c '

2 Small or
MILNUT 1 Tall Can

‘--•

COST LESS NOW
LIVER, lb.
BRAINS, lb.
RIB ROAST, lb.
IVIUTTON,J13.
LARD,lb..
SALT Bun's, lb.
CHUCK ROAST, lb.
SAUSAGE-,121Bi.
HAMBURGER

10c
10c
121/2c
10c-15c
9c

2c
1
8/
16c
25c
15c
10c
BACON BUTTS, lb.
12c
VEAL STEW, lb.
20c
GOOD SLICED BACON, lb.
DRESSED HENS and FRYERS, lb. 27c
2 lbs. ARMOUR'S STAR BACON'55c

5.

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs, Hides Scrap Iron '
and Rags

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
Phone 214

Prime Delivery

25 oz. size K. C. Baking Powder 19c
Soap. T.N.T. or Arrow, 12 large
41
25c
Bars
Kaffee Hag or &inks Coffee, lb. 40c
Canova Cogeie, lb.

Food King TOMATO
20 oz. Cans
JUICE 4

Jell°, all flavors, box

Garden Patch
CORN - COB 2 Cans 29`

17`

Standard Pack WHOLE
No. 21 Cans 19c
BEETS

Sugar Cured, Whole or Half Side

COUNTRY-CLUB

Juices of all kinds, Tomato,
Orange, Pineapple, etc.
Oxydol and Boa I, large size 23c
17e
Matches, 6 boxes
25c
Corn or Tomatoes, 4 cans
aftc
5 lb. bucket Rex Jelly
25c
Grapefruit, large. $ tor__
Chips°. Rinso, Ivory Flakei or
\
Lux, box
ic
Extra nice Sweet Potatoes. lb. 2t'
Toilet Tissue, good quaL 4 rolls 15c
-Pessnnt-listter. est.
Crackers, 2 lb.
2c
Cabbage, lb.
Extra Good Sorghum. gallon 66o
Irish Potatoes. old or new, lb 2(te
.* 2 boxes 15c
Kellogg's Corn Flakes

Pound 19c

BACON
U. S. Inspected BULK 3 lbs. 25c

50 lb. Net $3.69

PURE/ARD

POUND
17`

CHOPS

2 POUNDS,

25`

BOLOGNA

LARGE

Sc

15c
15c

2

Large Box

OXYDOL

PORK

23c

e
25

20 Mule BORAX, 16 oz. box .
Team BOFtAXO, 8oz. can .

END CUTS
S FEED STORE
'
DOCK
351-Murray, Ky.
Street-Phone
Main
111 E.

48c

c
15

o.

2

SAUCE

`
5

RINSO or

PHONE 12
Sugar. 10 lbs.

2 ers. 13c
`W
CRACKERS 23
N 2
Kroget .g. Club APPLE

Balk 4

RAISINS

3. Murphy's Concentrates supplies the extra substances which insures good offsprings in livestock and high hatchability in poultry.

Murray Food
Market

2 lb. box C. Club SODA

Patina

1. Murphy's Concentrates prevents hidden hunger
which causes unseen starvation and deficiency
disorder.
2 Murphy's Concentrates added to farm feeds provides all the proteins, minerals and vitamins
needed for normal health, rapid growth and
heavy production.

PHONE 37

.
.

Pineapple Orange
Ounces,
CAKE 32
Choice Seedless

MURPHY'S CONCENTRATES

Bertha Hall. Miller Ave. Phone
lp
131-M.

PROMPT DPLIVERY

Market

22c

AD

Eatmore Brand

Hickory Smoked
Whole orp1-01fd
2c
1
/
17
BACON

OLEO

PHILADELPHIA CREAM

PORK

CHEESE

2 Packages

10`

9c

Pound

c
2 Pounds 25

SAUSAGE
DRY SALT

COTTAGE

2,c
1
7/

Pound

Pound
10c ,

CHEESE

JOWLS
3 Pounds

GREEN

NEW

1...TE,XAS FANCY

BEANS

25
, Pound

Ifilke-

crElY'' TOMATOES
5c

POUND

MEAT DEPARTMENT
25c
Sewage, 2 Ibia"
3Sr
Veal Chops, 2 lbs. .
12•
Fresh Pork Brains lb.
3.5(
Pork Steak, 2 lb..
10(
Peek Liver, lb. _
21c
Cheese, lb.
w
D. S. Butts, lb.
lz•
Sugar Cured Butts, lb.
I*
Sliced Country Ham, lb.
?aquae lb. .
25(
Bologna, 2 lbs.
lle
•
Oleo, lb.
All Cuts Armour's Banquet Beef
Dressed- Hens and Fryers, Lunch
- Meat of all Kinds. Picnic Hams
_Highest Prices Paid for Eggs

.

The Grocery, Formerly Known As The Fain &
Bell Grocery, Is Now Under The Ownership
And Management of Eldon A. Byrd and
David C. Boaz, Students of Murray
State College

CUCUMBERS
NEW

TEXAS

The grocery will soon be completely remodeled.
We will handle a line of quality groceries and
fine meats.

NEW

POTATOES

Corner Fifth and Depot Streets
Across From Methodist Church

BYRD & BOAZ

2I/2c
10 POUNDS

FEED

TWINKLE Assorted Box
Flavors Box
JELLO

PHONE 85

25`
Chick Starter, 25 lb. sack
.55
50c
Egg Mash, 25 lb. sack
$1.29
Bran, 100 lb. sack
$1.49
Shorts, 100 lb. sack
'

° '
oxxlc
:c
I POST ProASTIES 8 Lra

` PORK & BEANS
t 29
DILL PICKLES 3 Il;

b 5`
.
Icl

PEP or RICE KRISPIES

GROCERY

'
PROMPT DEL/VERY

POUND
CABBAGE

EGG MASH 100 lb. sack $1.69
Start Mash, 100 lb. sack, $1.99
Chick Feed, 100 lb. sack, $1.69
Hen Feed, 100 lb. sack, $1.49

Box

KELLOGG'S

c
11

FREE- DELIVERY SERVICE
..m.g.....
•
•
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19c
Catsup, Heinz, large size
35c
Salad Dressing, Topmost, qt.
23c
Salad Dressing, Southern Lady,
LOST-Black horse mule: 14ti
Flour, Lynn Grove Best, 24 lb. bag 60c
hands high. Broke out of pasture near Hazel Sunday. Reward
Snow Drift, 3 lbs. 55c; large size . 98c
for infoimation leading to recovery. Bailey Jones, Route 1.
35c
LARD,4 lb. carton, Pure
lp
• Hazel. Ky.
Bacon, No Rind, Fine Flavor, lb. . 23c
WORLD'S FAIR Used Car Special:
1194 Chevrolet Master Sedan: good
Sc
Dry Salt Butts, lb.
knee actron. tires, motor, and finish. Bargain price. $195.00. MurThat Good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 Ills. 25c
ray Motor Co. We trade, easy
es
terms. .DeSoto-Plymouth Dealer,
15c
Corn Flaces, Kellogg's, 2 for
lc
512 West Main, Phone 233.
23c
Toilet Tissue, 6 for
FOR _RENT-3 or 4-room apartwith modern conL ment. Private,
15c '
Pickles, qt. Sour or Dill
hospital and
veniences. Near
school. Mrs. Notia Maddox, 208
Johnson's Glo-Coat Applyer Free
tfc
South 9th St.
93c
With one qt. Glo-Coat
FOR RENT-Light housekeeping
23c
Sun-Bright Cleanser,6 for
rooms or rooms and board. Mrs

ml
Ins
59.!
Ho'
.Edc

15c

K'R0GER

FOOD MARKET
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Two 20 oz. Loaves for

Swann's Grocery
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MURRAY HIGH IS Hall Hood Announces His Candidacy For. Hazel FFA Boys BROWN ORGANIZES Ira D. Smith Announces Candidacy
For Reelection to Circuit Judgeship
Elect Officers SUPPORTERS HERE
WINNER OF REGION Commonwealth's Attorney in Aug. Primary
TRACK MEET HERE
IN FLYING VISIT Seeks Endorsement
Group Makes Toile of Southern
States, Including Arkansas,
Tennessee and Others

`•••••T

Hollandmen Outscore Nearest Rival By Eight
Points

in a meeting Monday, the Hazel
Future Farmers Associaticn elected
James' Hugh Grogan president;
Frank Ralph Cochran, vice-president; Robert Hendon, secretary;
William
Adams. treasurer; and
Calvin 0. West, reporter. Thomas
Chesley Scruggs was named watchdog.
On its annual tour last week, the
Hazel group vsited in Tennessee,
Missisisppi, Arkansas, and AlSbama,
seeing the zoo at Menfphis, the
city of Little Rock in Arkansas,
the -National Park at Hot Springs,
the Wilson Dam, Florence, Ala.,
and the farming sections throughout
Making the trip were Robert
Hendon, Bill Ed Hendon, James
Hugh Grogan, Harold Grogan,
Bob Turnbow, James .Overcast.
William Oliver, Ed
Miller, Jr..
Thomas Scruggs, Herman Ellis,
Sam Lee. Robert Lampkins, Houston Hawley, Hardeman Miller, Joe
Hal Stewart, Frank Cochran, David
St. John, Earl Cooper, Johnny
Owen, Joe Baker Littleton, -Jean
White. Calvin West, and Prof.
'Carmon Parks, instructor.

TRAINING SCHOOL
PLACES 3RD IN MEET
Murray High's Tigers capttfreiii
first. place in the regional high
school track meet, held in the college stadium here Saturday, scoring 674s points. Behind the Hollandmen. came Fulton High with
59i4.4 Murray Training School 37:
Hopkinsville, 16; Kuttawa 7; and
.Eddyville 4.
This is the second consecutive
year that "Ty" Holland has coached a first regional track winner,
as he had /little trouble in winniqg
last year._ ittll records made were
-' considered 'good" as a wet track,
and a steady drizzle fell all day.
Winners are eligible for the state
meet
in Lexington
later this
month.
Summary:
Mile relay: Fulton. first; Murray. second; Kuttawa, third; Training School, fourth. Time: 4:05.
Pole vault: Buckingham. Fulton,
first; Draper t H), second; tie for
third Farris and Mamrick
it
Height: 9'.
Shot put: Bethel IF). first: Elam
(F), second; Hobson ITS), third;
flrumley (M). fourth; Buckinghint
(M), fifth. Distance: 358".
120-high hurdles: Fenton (MI,
first; W. Graham (TS1, second;
Elam (F). "third; McClellan .(F),
fourth; Cable (M), fifth. Time:
:19.
100-yard dash: Barr (H), first:
Burton (F), second; Scott (MI,
third; Fenton (M) fourth; Hill,(F)
'fifth. Time—:10.1.
Broad j-ump: Dunn (T61, first:
Williams (M) second;'Burton (F),
third; Draper (H) fourth; Cable
. "a#M). fifth. Distance: 1711".
Mile run: Alexander "(TS),Ajesi,
Outland (Mi. second; Cavender
(F), third; Talley, (E), fourth:
Gardner (M), fifth. Time: 5:02.5.
440-reiay: ,Training School, first;
Murray, second; Fulton, third; Eddyville, fourth. Time: 49.8.
440-run;. Robinson (TS) first;
Williams (MI, second; Ward (M).
Tht• Ledger & Times this week
Ihird; Parrish AR), fourth; Elam
carries the announcement by R.
(F). fifth. Time-57.9.
High jump: McClellan, (F), first; Hall Hood of his candidacy for the
Cable M), second. tie for third democratic nomination for ComBuckingham (F) Alexander ITS). monwealth's Attorney in Third
Graham (TS), and Williams M). Judicial' district. Hall Hood is of
Height:. 5' 1-4".
course no stranger to the people of
880-run: Parr (MI. first; OUt- Calloway county, and is well and
land (W. second; Cavender (F), favorably known in the other
third; MeQuigg IX), fourth; Bruce ,counties of the district. He is
perhaps one of the most thorough(See MURRAY HIGH Page 6)
ly trained lawyers in this section.

Working his way through the Law
College of the University of Kentucky by waiting upon tables, janitor in dormitories, dish-washing and
other labor, he graduated with the
degree of L.L.B. in 1915. Soon
thereafter he began the practice of
law and was practicing his profession at Clay, Ky., and was its
City Attorney, when he enlisted
in the Aviation Corps during the
world war. After discharge from

An uncement

YOU
are Invited to Attend Our "20th Anniversary"

OPEN HOUSE
Next Thursday, May 25, 9:30 to 12

Prizes
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Favors
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know better the field men to whom W-e as agen s Orthe various companies
are responsible.
These field men join us in extending to you a most cordial invitation to
attend this "Open House," and if there is any question about InSUrance of
which you are not familiar they will be,glad to serve you.
attractive._
You' will find this Open House Educational, Interesting, and
Plan a party of your friends, and attend next Thursday. May 25. Hours, 9
m. We will endeavor to make it well worth your time.,
to 12 'and 1:10 to 6

FRAZEE & MELUGIN
1919 — - - INSURANCE AGENTS Fire—Casualty--Bonding

- - 1939

First Floor Gatlin Bldg.—Phone 331
"It.
Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your insurance"
4

.

torney. To this end you elect your
County Attorney and your Commonwealth Attorney who _speaks
for the Ciammonwealth.
The man who thus represents
this thing we call the "Commonwealth- which after all is ourselves in mail trule, has a position of responsibility. To truly
represent you he must in mind
and character possess those attributes which reflect your mind
and character. If you beileve that
laws unreasonably interfere with
ycur personal liberty and should
be enforced only against certain
individuals toward-whom you feel
a personal peeve, then a Commonwealth's Attorney who respects
rizi,d dignifies all law, could not
truly Lepresent you.' ,
You have honored me heretofore greatly by consistently electme --term after term as your
County Attorney, but at the same
time you were training me in a
Whatever special
chosen field.
Military forces he came back to abilities I hay have, by reason of
Murray, and has lived in or near the training you have given me.
Murray and practiced his profes- qualify me for the office of Comsion since that time. Hall has monwealths Attorney. I made the
served the City of Murray as City ,ssiee for this office f2 years ago.
Attorney for two terms and has utter serving you one term as
served the county of talloway as County Attorney. I was defeated
at that time in the district, but
County Attorney three terms.
Hall Hood has always been active not by your votes. You gave me
in civic and church affairs of his a splendid majority and I am incommunity. He is a past-presi- deed grateful. Twelve years have
dent of the Murray Rotary Club come and gone and in those 12
and is,a Master Mason. He is by years I have learned many things
nature kind and considerate toward As an officer I have had many
others and it has been said that he problems to face and solve as best
perhaps has given more free ad- I could. I have tried to let my
vice to people unable to pay for heart and head work together, that
such service than most other law- justice might be done without doyers have done. It is our informa- ing violence to the divine mission
Having the highest
tion that Calloway County- has of mercy.
never had one of its eitizen1 hon- respect for all law, I- have endeavored by election to the office of ored to serve you as your officer
Commonwealths Attorney since the with due regard for the rights of
district was created, except for society and at the same time being
one, term. Calloway County is the mindful cf and sympathetic with
second largest in the number ,of those overtaken by misfortune.
democratic voters in the district If you nominate and elect me to
and many Gallcway citizens feel the office of Commonwealth Atthis county is entitled to have one torney my motives and _objectives
of their number honored by elec- will be the same as they have
helm in the past, but I trust that
tion to this office.
Will be able to profit -by experiMr. Hood's announcement folence and avoid errors which I
lows:
have learned to recognize as such.
We
Kentuckians
have
been
give to the, office the best
brought face to face with reality I shall
possess. endeavoring at
during the last year, and that ex- abilities I
forcefully speak Jor
perience has caused us to love our all times to
against crime and criminals,
you
State and its institutions more
but I will not permit myself to
perhaps than ever before.
In
vicious or vindictive.
become
many other -places personal initiaYou will, of cohitse. appreciate
tive and the noblest ambitions of
that in making a district
men are stifled in the interest of the fact
ifitpossible for me
a gargantuan featureless monstros- race it will be
of jou' personally. I
itY- dubbed "Socialistic State", to see all
leavemy case in the
under whose baleful influence will have to
my home people and
man's conscience, has become a hands of
much time as possible
'mess reaction'end God is for- sfrend as
among the peoples-TrOther coungotten.
ties with whore I am not acquaintHaa*-erwesiewelaR-4reee-unsweenteleea:
am not a folk straniffIr In
only to our God ,and to the laws the other counties however.
made and enacted by those whom
happy in recalling to mind
we have elected for that purpose. am
that 12 years ago when I was
Hour representatives enact good
that many years younger. Callaws. 4ve 'should keep them on just
and Lyon counties gave me
our statute hooks; if folish, not loway
majority over any other candineeded or unworkable !laws, they a
date and I lost only'in Trigg -and
should be corrected to conform to
counties. I am assured
proper demands and if bad laws Christian
at least one of the last two
that
they should be repealed.
But
counties will give, me a substanwhether good, foolish or bad they
tial majority this time. It is foolshould be honored and obeyed so.
even suggest that I
long as they are our laws. In this. ish for-me to
win this race; no power withway and, by this attitude can we can
in me can do that. , But -you can
best maintain a proper self rewin the office for me by combining
spect.
your efforts with 'our friends it, the
Under our system of the adminother counties.
istration Of law, every man is
In closing this letter may I
true-'ly be
a freeman, and presumed to
again express to you my humble
Innocent
any crime until proved
appreciation of the many kindguilty. The State is made for
nesses always extended me.
man and not man for the State •
Sincerely,
Every one is entitled to his day
.R. Hail Hood
in court, and that includes the
Commonwealth or State, and is enRead the Clandflea conamis
titled to be represented by an at-

TOM RHEA, WALLIS
WITH CANDIDATE
In a flying visit here Monday,
John Young Brown--accompanied
by Tom Rhea and former Welfare
Commissioner Frederick A. Wallis
—set the stage for his campaign
in this county for the Democratie
nomination for Governor by organizing a group of supporters in,
Calloway county.
Predicting that Louisville would
give Brows a larger majority over
Johnson than it did Baikley over
Chandler in the recent U. S. Senatorial race, Tom Rhea said the
State's metropolis "is tired of being
looked upon as if it were governed
from Frankfort."
Rhea, declaring that the present
administration could not fulfill shy
campaign promises it might make
insofar as building roads' is _concerned, said.that if Brown's forces
promised any,. roads it would complete them. He said there were only
$2,000,000 left in the road fund for
this year. He referred to Finance
Commissioner
Dan
Talbott as
"Czar Talbott."
With reference lh the mine disorders, Brown 'said he considered
it a definite mistake for Governor
Chandler to send troops to Harlan.
"Law and order have not been
threatened in Harlan," Brown said.
There is small excuse, he intimated,
for a State government to put on
a "national show" which may result in bloodshed when there is no
necessity for it. "In my own district." the Gubernatorial candidate
said, "the disorders were taken care
of quietly.. I believe they would
have adjusted themselves at Harlan."'
Pointing out that U. S. Attorney
General Frank Murphy when he
was Governor of Michigan quelled
labor disputes without, -resorting

_

—

Two-Make Bond
On Charges Of
Malicious Shooting
John Harper, about 25. and John
Moffatt: about 23, were placed
under $150 bond each here Monday on a charge of malicious
Shcoting after" they had cross-fired
at each other at the home'of Harper in Dexter Saturday night.
Harper fired three times through
a window at Moffat with a 22
rifle as the' latter sat inside the
house with Ruby Andrus, a sisterin-law of Harper, who lived in the
same house with Mr. and Mrs.
Harper.
Moffatt, who was unarmed, found a pistol in the house
and fired back at Harper. Neither
was hit.

IS A SUIT

Send It To

BOONE
No suit can be worn very long without cleaning. It may be old after one cleaning; or retain its newness after a score of cleanings. It
all depends upon WHO cleans it. Improperly
cleaned, a- garment soon loses its freshness,
grows dull and lifeless. This will never happen to your clothes when you send them to
BOONE.
garment-ii-gently- eleane-dr-by-the-ONE method best suited to the faliric. Then, the
finishing touch':.BeRYNElairo-Ftihaping and
pressing! Lustrous colors are preserved—life
of the fabric preserved. Take no chances; send
your new suit to BOONE.
Eat_

ft makes a rotoot difference
WHO cleans your clothes
and rugs
Phone 234 . . . We Call for and Deliver

rn J

BOONE CLEANERS"
SOUTH-SIDE COURT SQUARE
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TO THE VOTERS OF THE THIRD
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF KY.:
, I have sent to the Secretary of
State my "Declaration" as a candidate, which means that I would,
like to be your Circuit judge
again.
Whatever -success I may have
..- 1*alred in the conduct of the
,ourts h-as been largely due to the
"-operation of the lawyers, officials, jurors end good citizens of
the community. I shall continue
to ask their aid and approval.
It has been my constant aird
while serving you to clear_ your
dockets of congestion, to afford a
prompt and courteous hearing of
all controversies, and to maintain
the honor and integrity of your
courts as tribunals where the law
is respected, and justice is done
to the humblest citizen.
It is for you to say whether my
efforts merit your approval and
endorsement.
In any event, I
shall always be grateful for the
honors and confidence 'shown me
in the past.'
Yours sincerely.
Ira D. Smith

--e
^,

•

to bloodshed," Brown said similar
efforts might have been just as
eatisfactorY in Kentucky.
"President Roosevelt didn't have
to resort to troops to solve a similar problem," Brown ‘aid. "I'll
stick with Roosevelt!"

DEPENDS- UPON

_

-

JUDGE IRA D. SMITH

HOWL LONG

a

7. V.;t45

_

Declares
Chandler
Made
Mistake In Sending
Troops to Harlan

With this issue, Ira D. Smith,
judge of the third judicial district
for the past 13 years, formally announces, his candidacy for reelection to that distinguished capacity,
subject to the will of the people
primary in
in the Democratic
August.
.
Known by mactically every person who has attended circuit court
proceedings in -Murray during the
last decade, Judge Smith has had
an auspicious career both in politics and in citizenship. He was
born and brought up in Christian
county. A Legionnaire, he was
a member of the Aviation Corps
during, the World War. He has
served both- as county attorney'
and State Representative from
rC•hristian county.
Cool and reserved, practical in.
judgment, tolerant in his- interpre-- tation - but lust in his application
of the law. Ira D. Smith has earned and merited 'the respect of
many.
His formal announcement follows:

s
•
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ceee one, and all my grandchildren
have attended school at one time
or other at Stone. I am probably
rtr"
Several in this n ighborhood have
• One of the meat ambitiOus-luid certainty one of the meet pregresthe *West p -1 of the school left.
win
tahaolidaliost ..ut 11;tpaigiaest
d
etoaaFfirator
e
t
rural popuve•-orga its ions ye •eve o
rea iz IT is (he 15715r
you .could fly your kite without
-Mt is the practice thi week.
children's
program
at
The
these smaller schools be consoliulace over America is the National learnt Bureau FederationPublished by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
Pleasant Sunday was enjoyed by
its becoming all tangled up with
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Adams
North Fourth Street, Murray. Kentucky
. With active units in practically every county in the United States telephone and electeic light wires, dated, but with the closing of a large audience
Were Sunday din er guests of evir.
Stone School for ever more, it
themaelves
has
to
help
behind
it
because these were few and far brings loving cpernories that will
Glad to say we have no sickness and' Mrs. Truant
Publishers the first nation-wide effort by farmers
It. R. Melton and John S. Mal
Oliver. AfterJohn S. Seel
Editor and Advertising Manager a record of accomplishments surpassed only by the diversity of achieve- between at that time, the boys of
to repart this week.
noon visitors werk May Downey,
live for ever."
our neighborttcod (between Main
Visitors in the home of Andrew Mr. and Mrs Cal in Adams, Mr.
Entered at the Postoffice Murray, Kentucky. as second class mail matter. ments it hews to accomplish.
Osbron, the past week were, Mrs. and Mrs. Parvin - dams and, son,
Headed by Z G. Neale In Calloway county. the Farm Bureau wields and Pine streetst had a champion
3, C. Robinson and baby, of Pur: Brent, and Mauriasj Reader of Hagreat influence en each community's agel&rItural trettrl Cooperating kite-maker. It was none otter
than Me Duncan Holt and at that
year; Laverne Like and Sue Nance.
with it earnestly and with far-seeing intensity are the offices of toe
zel.
Miss Evelyn Morris visited Tues- and Mr. and Mrs. Onas Geurin of
time he lived between the E. P.
Anti were we.. au prised when a
Association
through
Agricultural
Conservation
'county agent and the
Phillips and Outland residences on day night and Thursday night of Murray.
cute little Chevtol t car stopped
whose arteries of communal service pulse the farming interests of thi. ehat we now call North Fourth. last week with her grandmother,
J. C. Robinson and family visitby our house andj Mr. and Mrs.
district.
His 'hpecialty was in huge kites Mrs. C. T. Morris Med R. B. Mor- ed Hafford Robinson Sunday.
hello. They
Oats Geurin holle
determinBureau
is
the
withoyt tails.
• Not least among the ambitions of the-Farm
The kids would ris and staasiteter.
Herbert Osbron was a Sunday
been visiting ritnds in Ten- /
Visitor of his grandmother, Mrs. had
prices-prices equivalent to the prewar- gather around and he would give
about
parity
bring
Wetter
Hower
ens
ation
to
.
1116et aitqn-niriatt.
nessee.
- 188111
,
1914 level-to farm commodities. Gratifying indeed was the action instructions on the art of kite- canoe Robinson were Sanntser C. T. Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. W tier Trevatha.n
Subscription Ratek-In First Colalfrilltilvhat WWI i4
Went Morris, of Clarksville, was
ylad of the Senate Monday in appropriating•S225,00.000 to insure 75 per cent building.
afternoon callers in the horny at
r Trevathan
Stewart Counties, Tenn.. e1.00 a year; leaettncity, Be* Mae h. URI
home Saturday and Sunday to and Mr. and Mrs.
I
shall
never
forget
ene
kite
3.
H.
Robinson
and
family.
Advertising Rates and Information sheen Calioway Coonty market of parity price for wheat. corn, rice and cottons. for 1939.
attended the singing eat West Fork
visit
his
mother
and
dad.
Mr.
and
particular.
This
one
wad
an
Little James Ralph Rucy. son of
furnished upon application.
per cent of parity would be et
For wheat, it was under-stoat:1, 75Sunday afternoon. Mks. Ethel Duke
immense structure, standing shout Mr and Mrs. H. B Bucy, Sr., has Mrs. Henry Morris,
We reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor.
cents per bushel: corn would be. 01 cents: rice 76 cents, and cotton 6 feet
and sister Audie, Imre in town
Miss
Myrtle
Lee
Lamb
and
or Publec Voice items, which in our opinion is'Mx for the best {Merest
high
and
made from heavy been on the sick list.
would be 11.7 cents per pound.
Prances Osbron spent Sunday night Saturday.'
of our readers.
canes and strong brown paper. Mr.
Mrs. M. W. Wheatley is slowly
Sorry to hear ad "Aunt Lou"
with See Nance.
.
The Farm Bureau's 10-point program, headed by the parity-price Holt had carpenter's staging foe
improving at this time
II:rvirt Clayton and family, Lee Housden's being sick I have engoal. asks for fair interest rates on farm loans, a contingency which the string and on one bright dby .
Mr. and Mrs.
Smith of
Garner and wife visited Andrew joyed many days looking at the
might be of equal value to the South as it has been elsewhere. 'or early in the spring with a strong,
night and,
Ciebron and family Saturday night. pretty flowers at "Aunt Lou's"
. enrol breeze playing about, he VIM
long, the organization has been the most ardent suppbrter of null elec:,
hit rnotAer,
!tape Mrs. Ella Adams is feeling home.
In these days when democracy is being forced to take stock tit her
teady
to
put
,
the
kite
to
a
test.
The
trification. lending its educational4an4 moral force to motivate' the
/M.PAM! Robinson land Mr. Rob- better by now, also Conn Lynn.
monster flyer took off with eerie
resources. leiFers of human freedom will read with encouragement the
—Sweet Pea.
erection of power lines.in the country.
b/hall.
Mast say so long for this time,
and up and up it went pulling the
releases from the annual report of the American Bible Society, whose
Brent Morris of Clarksville cis
, as I need to be busy this Monday
Behind the program of "Farm-to-Market" roads to get farmers
staging through his hand's as if ft
123rd annual meeting has nee been held and whose sole purpose for a.
•
outelof the mud. the Farm Bureau is back of the program to give equal were a' silk thread. When "sally ited the week-end with his parent& mere
Italian rye grass seeded last fall
century and a quarter has been to make the Bible available to at!
educational opportunities for farm bOys and girls. It favors the reduction the string was out b its limit Mr Mr. and Mrs.. Newry Morris ea&
is doing well on goqd land irr
men of all nations, however little they may have with which to purchase
other relatives.
fought
county
levies
and
has
both
in
state
and
taxes
on
_property
of
Holt asked one of the boys to 'take
Harlan coynty farmers Knox county.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Hardernan new
it. Wherever this great book has been seriously read human freedom has
for legislation that would provide, adequate appropriations for exten- hold of the string,for a while. The
%Ming the growing qualities
and children visited Mr. and Wks. WI,
flourished and drinocratic institute:ins have been born.
boy reached over to take the
"
at allike clover, timothy, redtop,
sion service and vocational aviculture.
Did Holt and family Sunday afterEarl Baldwin. in an abater in Toronto recently expressed his belie!
lireeleale lespedeza. Italian. rye grass
Lobbying consistently for free toll bridges within the State, the string ,And it had no mere than noon.
alfalfa.
that Britain's -disposition to attempt the solution of the international rocal Farm Bureau - Federation saw one ofeete goals parttaley realized touched his hands when up in the
Mrs.
Demoy
Roberts
visited
from
•
probleme by. honest-deliberation and conferenee roots back- into -gen- this year when fees on Kentucky toll bridges were reduced bee-the air he went. He couldn't turn Friday until Sunday afternoon with
loose
and
there the kid went
Fire, Windatorm, Auto Liaeration ,upon. generation of Bible- reading by the people of England. State legislature_ It has dogmatically and worthily maintained its posi:
down the hill side in gigantic her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. bor. Mrs. Ada Richardson, Mrs.
bility, Compensation, Even in the face of the dittatbres edict the Bible out-sold Mein Kampf tin that gasoline taxes on gas used in farm tractors and stationary steps, letting out a yell with every Rehinson. Mr Roberts WaS a SatRussell Neese. Mrs. C. T. CallaHealth and
in Gertnetey last year by 206.660 copies. Latin America for whose trade engines should be refunded.
boynce until the entire north side urday night and Sunday visitor
.
way.' Mrs. Charley Sweat, Mrs.
Accident
and friendship dictators are strenuously bidding has a hunger for the
Mies Valda Taylor was a SaturThe goal of the Farm Bureau. worther by far than any accomm: of, Murray appeared in a twinkle
Iva Nora Mcgwain, Mrs. Molly
"
Scriptures that is apparently insatiable.
lishment it hag yet realized, is the de.elopment of wholesome community of the eye. Two or three at no day night guest of her sister, Miss Calloway, Mrs. Charley Gulledge,
Rubene Taylor, and attended the
Chine with all her appalling needs. bought more coMplete Bibles life sponsored by neighborhood Farm:Bureaus. Perhaps that achieve- finally .caught up with him and
Mrs. John Littleton, Mrs. Leona
ittn Om enough weight to bring It senior play at Buchanan
Grubbs, Mrs. James-Ray, Mrs. Roy,
/
. from the Society than ever in her .history. Japan likewise increased ment may not be -long in coming: Indubitably a part of every notable
to a standstill. However, every
Mrs Clifton Robinson and daughWE WRITE BONDS
Crank and Mrs. Guy McSwain sent
her purchases by about 10 per. cent. ave.!' the year before. Meanwhile community enterprise is the concerted cooperation of a group of people after .whcn Mr. Hutt would ask
ter visited from Friday until SunPhone 159—Murray, Ky.
a gift.
the Scriptures moved into a dozen new language; in 1938. bringing the who -strive zealously for collective security; socially if not politically. Some one to hold -one
.. of his kite day with lr parents, Mr. ,and
total number of tongues in which some part of the Scriptures have been
The Farm Bureau has proved,its worth to the Nation, and to the strings for a minute. two or three Mrs. A. 3. Osborn
•
translated to Li121._ it .is now _ciensereatively estimated that nine-tenths of ditesional units of State and County governments. The future of agri- boys_would grab it cautiously and
Harold Ray of Paris CCC carnet
the people of the world might hear some substantial part of the Scrip- culture depends upon the action taken by cntizens who comprise the would watch Mr. Holt's twinkling visited relatives of this community last week-end.
tures read in their _native tongue. No book in the world even faintly agriceltural milieu, and surely they -as members. of an organization eyes.
Miss Doris Marie Wilson has reapproaches this record. As long is this continues human freedom has whose aim is community bettermant.-will not allow that future te , From my earliest chitdheod days
*Mr. Holt has stood out as the turned home after spending a few
a gript ally.
be dark:
most- brilliant teacher of nature days last week • with her sister,
I have ever known. To beg with Mrs. Taylor Atkins and Mr. Atkats
There are 362.398 square miles
The Uhii
.
std States- Fleet, as it
him for a few minutes is to reap and sons of Puryeat.
in land area atone in Texas. make, cruises et sea, is too widely disyears of knowledge told in such
Miss Ruberie Taytor visited Suning it larger than any of the fcl- ' persed to come within the eye at
a way that it is ever lasting.
day with her parents. Mr and Airs
lowing European countries: France. once. You might see it 'ail from
Agricultural extension workers recently celebrated the twenty
Perhaps he is not so well known Marvin Taylor and children.
England. Germany .Noss 15. 1938.i a plane. at a great altitude, and fifth anniversary of the signing of the Smith-Lever Act, and with an to the world at large. but accord'Lynn Hayes returned home after
Spain. Finland Sweden. Norway. on a clear day. for it will occupy
eye to the significance of that milestone it is interesting to note the ing to those who have the priv- being gone all afternoon recently
and Italy
many hundreds of squere miles.
ilege
to
hear
his
scholarly
and
tremendous strides which have been made in soil-building during that
.•
and found 52 of his little chicks
well presented lectures on any
period. According to the United States Bureau of Mines, 1.299,545 tons
missing from hie poultry yard.
division of nature, he is in a class
et burned lune and ground limestone were used in 1914 as compared to himself, „his s lectures are the Atunday visitors at Mr. and Mrs.
-Afford • 'Robinson irnd children
per cent increase!
Nish 6.560.000 tons .of all -materials •in 1938. a
most powerful, yet simply told . or
any ever heard by any person. were Mr. and Mrs H. B. Robinson, Mr and Mrs. J C Robinson
It has been my happy :privilege and daughters, Ur. and Mrs. Boyd
to
know
"Mr.
Duncan"
and
his
SE
E
rf
i )
,Calloway. Mrs. Charley Calloway.
cir
wonderful
wife. "Miss
Sallie",
'-Heath's Angel visited the
Sunday afternoon callers were Mrs.
since my earliest childhood days.
oriel Hospital at 6 o'clock Su
C. T. Morris and granddaughters.
I have, as a bare-footed youngster
morning, May 7, and claimed Mrs.
Mrs. Noble Wilson, Mrs. Bun Willistened to -his . most ini'illectual
Thomas
Mavis
Massey. age '48
son and children, Hubert ;'and OsBy FRCULTY FJCPERTS of
discourses• I. as a lad of 8 to 10
years. 8 months. and 7 days.
The-UNIVERSITY of LOUISVILLE
years have perched spell-bound born.
Mrs. Preston Taylor honored 1
She was married to J. T. Mas- in some quiet spot to hear him
PERsONNEL WORK AS A
sey. December 24. 1905 'To this tell storys of nature in all itS Mrs.. Raymond Calloway with a
You-enal-prove the. same thing for yourself _13.it „fret.-*
union see're added four rhildren. Wonders; and down to this good s mate. Friday. Those bringing
VOCATION
Ling yours now to cultivate your tobacco, corn, and
You'll be
Bertie Larene. who has crossed day to wrien I go Out to near presents were Mrs. Cortez Newport,
all row eforqi.
the rolling tide and was waiting Stone's School houpe. where Mr. Mrs. Goldia Swor, Mrs. Boyd Callcomplimented
By Dr. Hilda Terelkeld .
to welcome her heine. Only La- and Mrs. Holt now live, and - still away, Mrs. Luther Brisidine, Mrs.
Dean of Women
on your
born. Everette. and Mrs. Harold with .each visit he tells me some- Estelle and Mrs. Mary Brisindine,
A Complete Line of Double Shovels, International
loveliness
parting
bear
her
have
to
Oglsby
There is - evidence today that
thing new and interesting about Mrs. Mary Burkley, Mrs. Margaret
2-Row Corn Drills, Both With and Without Ferti'here is increasing opportunity for in pain for they know to call her the wildlife around us. about the Hughes, Miss .lilary Thompson,
when you
is
in
vain.
lizer Attachments; Disc Cultivators, McCoremployment in fields that minister back
ficileers, ensects, reptiles. trees. Mrs Bob Jacksdn MrseWalle PaywearBever:granddaughter.
Her little
human welfare: Om of these is
Plants, etc.
mick-Deering Light Running Mowers With
loved
so
deareerstinnel work Personnel workers ly Jean whom she
I feel weel pleased with my
Gears Enclosed In Oil, and Self-Dumping
-,re trained in the art of working ly doesn't realize her loss.
3elf that I ,have enjoyed a man
She Obeyed the gospel and was
Rakes
,eite ...human beings. particularly
that the world at large should
the Church of °hetet St
,n industry and education. ;heir added -to
have known. I have beaten a
an early age and lived a conse7-Lthlbg-Zitr77L
,ere is to ltnow-lthe indivjduaLhis
path to the door of Mr. and Mrs.
See Us fei Your Binder Twine Requit4ements
crated Christian until- she --was
The Police Siren means !'Look-out!"
..lettlties.. and his -Wee-est. and te
Heft's home-not alone, for others.
called home.
And so do Nature's signals-headnelp him make the best possible
too. have had the good fortune to
Loved ones and friends, doctors
aches, biliousness, bad breath, which
Seethe New McCormick-Deering No. 61 Combine
visit there
.-,c1j-urement to work and .to life.
and nurses tried in every - tvey to
are often symptoms of constipation.
- To Mr Duncan and Miss Sallie
Personnel workers are engaged
prolong her days. But it was God's.
79c Box of_i_Pairs $2.25
want to send greetings. They Don't neglect your sluggish bowels,
to bride the gee between -employ- will and not our ways: eee
have lived • shoulder to shoulder for a host of constipation's other
ers and employees. Their depart$1.00
Hose, Box of 3 Pairs $2.85
She leaves one sister, Mrs. Hattie
discoinforts may result: such as,
ments are 'reshonsible for _ineesti- Steele of Pine Bluff,. -a- beefier. as Companiuns down liee's trail.
sour stomach, loss of appetite or
Phoenix
Men's Socks, 35c, 3 Pairs $1
Life
yet
remains
sweet
to
them.
eating applicants for jobs, for hir- Brent Thomas of Detroit several
energy, mental dullness.
ing and for firing.
personnel nephews and nieces and a hest of They are friends. they have friends
Help your lazy bowels with spicy,
workers see* that safe and healthy Iriemttes . Two friends I want te in'-the tour Corners of the earth.
all vegetable BLACK-DRAUGHT.
working conditions are maintained. mention who stood over her for ',In. closing this little story. I
Acts gently, promptly, thoroughly,
• They conduct. recreational projects, days and nights . without . sleep v.e_uld like to tell what Mrs. Holt
by simple directions.
said
when
she
read
that
Stone
and.the.y carry on educational pro- were Mrs. Noah Moody and Mrs.
school
would
soon,
be
consolidated
BLACK-1512AtIGRT'S principal ingrams designed to make the worker Joe Baker.
withone of the
county's high gredient is an "intestinal -.
VitaeShe was a true conipanion,, a
more. fit for his job.
1
schools. "I• feel like laying a laxative." It helps impart tone to
West Side Court Square
In industry, personnel workers loving 'mother and an invaluable
wreath of roses on that old school lazy bowel muscles. Next time,
need to know -wage rates, empley, neighbor and ever knew from the
house 'door. All my children. ex- try this time-tested product!
merit systems, factory and store or. Bible what It takes to be a neigh.ganization. w or king conditioni bor.
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100,000 FARMERS HAVE PROVED
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Brinly - Rastus

RIGHT JOB

The Best Weed-Killer Made

PHOENIX
0
HOSIERY

Headachy, Breath Bad?

Make This Check-Up

Sexton Bros. Hdw. Co.

withstand the roughest weere
Here's- a Pnish that's made for inside floors that are subjected to hard usage and for outside floors that are exposed
to weather. The hard, wear•resisting surface of Perfect Floor
• Enamel proteots your floors ..

sires them

added years of

service.

bIANNA's
bepot Street

Phone

but t
room

Is,
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seme

.ADAMS

EIRCAPINBILT SHOE STORE

health and safety requieements. and
•
labor legislation They should have
2, J
The U S. Subinerines1.-1.
taken °mt.-trash_ criurses irCns_ychcipolitics;
and
4 opera
-Tar put Orikrehaven
,
,
sociology.
eco4omic
logy.
,
Ireland, during the- AVorld War:
statistic.. and hygiene.
•
Iftetleial and private employment
agencies are steadily adding train,
even more Opportunities for placepersonnel workers to their staffs.
rnenteare steadily growing, and the
Thee* IS atm a demand for 'per.work affords satisfaction in helping
sokoal seerier-s
ece
).ereice
to make life happier and more
agencies. - - - •
successful for other human 'beings.
in educafion they are employed
by many junior and senior largh
schools, trade schools, and colleges.
Such counselors endeavor to knew
each student as a person, and to
rescue him from being, lost in
classes of Mind:rids. They help sti:Pdents to choose their courses and 'The Ledger 8,4 Times Is authorized to' announce the, following
to -make vocational plans_ in line
candidates, subject to the action of
'with the student's ability and in-,, the. Democratic primary, Saturday,
tereets. They furnish him With in- August 5. 1939.
formation about many e vocations.
'STATE SENATOR
-and train him in the proper method
3rd Senatorial Dietrict ,
of choosing a vocation for hirhself
, KELSEY R. COMMINGA
They atso aid the -students . with
T. O. TURNER
his soeial. emotkonal. and, personal
problems whenever possibitt
COMMONVVEALTik 'ATTORNEY
PArreation. forithis work requires
3rd Judicial District
It HAte. HOOD
training in ,teachipg. in 'addition to
advanced courses in psychology
Cfki- UIT
testing. eConornics, labor ptoblems,
3rd Judicial Diatrict
emploYment rcunditious. 'sociology,
IRA D' SMITH
262
and .the actual techniques -of vein'
selling
(.'0U1IT 11„:LERK
Tria.y rarsife-from approxj.CLAUI7F. r.'MILLER
1 mately $1100,to• 55 WO a a tiarnil
OTIS LOVINS
.
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&Urbana Pasteurized

Milk!

You c4itldn't imagine two'people more 'unlike. Slit
Sunburst Milk is a neeesar_y
414hai
r -daily -diet,:
It provides the vitality they rie'ed to promote energy
and build up resistance. Several glasses daily will
benefit YOU greatly!
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Here's WHY They Need It!

. sunburst Pasteurized Milk is rich in the vitamins and.
•minenils that bland strong teeth and solid tones. It is
5' against sickness and disease. In ada "safety fermi.
dition. li Oils digestion. It's a nourishing drink that is
vital to everyone:. health)

Murray Milk Products Co.

Phone 191
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Captain Alec Fulton Conducts First Train Thru Murray
Back In 1890; _History Is One of Glamour and Courage been

and Mrs. Bill Sammons and Mrs.
Linde Simmons.
William Brooks, little son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Simmons. who has
n thy sick list, is reported
.pt Itts writine
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Willis
were Saturday night and Sunday
guests of Annie Willis and Jessie
McClure.
Mr. and Mrs. Wildy Ellis and
Alvin Ellis of Nashville spent the
week-end With their parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Ellis of Macedonia.
Mrs. Mary McClure spent Sunday afternoon with home folks in
Freeland -Kentucky Belle.

'41•1i111411•14•1m..

tains
,Mr.
fteriney,
Mr.
son,
Haen a
pped
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Phey
Ten- i
than
than
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3u ke
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enthe
OUT'
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PAGE THREE

Bennett is now able to sit up only
a few minutes at a time. We are
hoping Miss Bennett will soon .be
up again.

to pick. -- Guess the women folks
will get
make a little extra
money. There seems .to be a very
good crop of the berries this year.
Sweet Pea how are you liking
Miss Laura Belle and Tommie

e,

Bea Storn.
Mr. and Mrs. Allis Anderson and
little son, Buddie, Mrs. Ruth Boggess and daughter. Lola Mae, spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Goeble

-,•znax- 114•••

I have also moved to a new neigh- week -end with their sister. Tennie
-"Aunt Emmy"
guese laborers, a melting pot for'daughter. Ora, then 13. came to
borhood and am liking fine. I ha‘e
a nomadic European culture and five with them.
seen you pass my home several
It was Ora who later married
the nuclear solidarity of a pew
times before you or I moved. Can
'the late Dr. 0. B. lrvan of MurAmerica. In November, 1879. Ful- ray and who is the mother
you guess who I am? I read your
of Miss
Father of Mrs. 0. B. lrvan
ton ran a train to the first gap Virginia Irvan. Calloway
tetters.every week and enjoy them
health
Remembers Lincoln.
on the line, bringing construction nurse. Mrs. Irian herself
very much.
is mamaterials, food, and men.
Douglas Debate
tron of a girl's school in Louis-Cray Eyes.
As the road progressed, towns ville.
sprang
up
like
bubbles
on
boiling
By EDWARD FREEMAN
In 1894 too, T. J. Moss died, and
water. In their hey-day, they soon thereafter the
road' was
• On September 30, 1890, a train
thrived and prospered, and many thrtiwn into the hands of receivers.
tilled out of Paducah, Ky., on its
remain. There was Van Horn, the The
L. & N. Railroad company
Farmers must be very busy as
ay through McCracken. Marshall,
center of the idvisicn point. Elbe. bcught all the stock of
I can hear tractors early and late.
the P. T. &
nd Calloway counties to Tennessee
con, Vining. Whitehall, Tama City
Mrs. Julia Moody was called to
A.. but since it was a regulation
- -along the newly laid Paducah,
(where the M. & St. P. crossed the that no one
Mi. and Mrs. Crawford Barnett the bedside of her _grandmother,
company could run
Tennessee & 'Alabama railroad, a
Northwestern line), Potter, Dun- two railroad
lines parpllel across a were visitors Sunday in the home Mrs. Fannie Moore, of near Dover,
section of track connecting Padubar, and Pickering. where Fulton's state.
Tenn.. recently. Mr-s. Moore
the L. & ,fr., which owned a of Mr and Mrs. Cremie Duncan.
cah. Murray. and Paris and known
railroad went into an underpass to controlling
interest in the N. C. &.
Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Harmen mains very ill.
as the Nashville, Chattanooga, &
clear the Central el Iowa. In St. L. railroad,
saddled the P. T. spent the Week-end in Tri City with
Johnnie Phipps, Paducah, visitSt, Louis road.
April of 1880. the line moved on
& A. line onto the N. C. & St. L., Mr. Harmon's parents.
ed his nephew, Jessie Stom a
It was the first train ever to
to Perry, Iowa.
and the line still retains that manMr.- and Mrs. Ira McKennie, Mr. few days last week,_....
Jun from Murray into Tennessee.
Adversity +struck sharply at the agement.
and Mrs. Tommie Nannie, Mr. and
Glad to hear Lillie Bea 1.-Inib is
and barely fulfilled the letter of
family Of Fulton. In 1884. hill
Captain Fulton hes been retired Mrs. Oury 'Bennett and small son. still improving.
the charter which required the
mother, his wife, and -three of his for several
Thol Hart has returned house
years now, •anil lives Maneard. spent Sarnday afternoon
track should be laid and a train
with
children died. One daughter, Ora, with
his daughter. Mrs. Mahala in *e home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe after an extended visit with his
' Tun into Tennessee, by October 1.
still lived.
Jed
Prouty
•
Shirley Dean.
sister
of
St.
1.,::uts.
Jane
'
Brown, Hardin. At present, Nanine.
Captain Alec Fulton. now 87 and
Spring Byington • Russell
Fulton quit the railroad. What he is under the medical care
Some one entered Mrs. Pearl
a resident ,asf -Hardin, was conducMr. and Mrs. Wess Jones and
money he had saved was gone. of one of his old friends. Dr. Will
Miller's kign -house Monday night
ALEC FULTON
tor of that first train, leading the
Gleason•KenHowell•George
He owned 200 acres of land in the Mason of Murray. and is staying little son. Pat.-were visitors Satur- week and stole all her chickens
road crews and T. J. Moss, track
Ernest•JuneCarlson•Florenc•
day...night in the home of Mrs. except -six. It
Republican
Neponee,
Valley
near
is a very cowardly
at the home of his granddaughter,
owner, acrcss the swamps of Elva health already poor.
The forms Neb., and he and his daughter
Jones' 'Parents. Mr. and Mrs. Whit act to steal from a widow.
Roberts•Billy Mahan • Reginald
Miss Virginia Irvan,
and the heavily •timbered bottom - were cleaned with
concentrated went there. In less than a week
Stone.
Denny • Robert Allen • Claire
Miss Earlene Stunt is visiting
lands.. of Alinto the Tennessee lye, and at 18 Fulton weighed 80
Mr. Fulton is tall and thin, but
Dennis Jackson of nears Olive is her aunt, Mrs. Tennie Bea Stom,
Du Broy • Marvin Stephens
line at Hazel ‘nere the company pounds for his more-than-6-feet, he was running a train cot of is reasonably active. His mind is
rapidly recovering from a very this week.
celebrated the railroad's entrance and was racked with consumption. Red Cloud, Neb., on the Burling- Clear and his memory acute,."Mr.
serious
illness.
ton line. He grew to be a close Lincoln
Mrs. Sam Redden spent the'
.day
into Tennessee.
—Also-is just as clear in my mind
He grew so. weak? he could not
Miss Daisy Bennett has been con- with her daughter:in-law, Mrs.
The story of the life of Cap- walk, and the Non Pareil gave him personal friend of W. E. Douchey, as he was on the day I heard him
CARTOON and
fined to her room and bed the Adie Redden Monday.
tain Alexander Fulton is the story a month's leave-cif-absente to re- trainmaster on the Burlington.
speak in Freeport," Captain Ful"BUCK ROGERS" No, 9
Strawberries will soon be ready
of the history of the railroad. He cuperate. He went home. At that
In 1890. Douchey was called to ton said. "Mr. Roosevelt's a gool3 past week with appendicitis. Miss
11
was born in Sabula, Iowa, 138 time, private enterprises had con- Kentucky to supervise the con- President. but he doesn't equal
struction of the Paducah, Tennes- Lincoln - in my opinion."
miles west of Chicago on the- east- `eeived the idea of the
Sabula. Ackern banks of the Mississippi in ley
Dakota railroad and sur- see, and Alabama line, a project
In addition to Mrs. Irvan, Mr.
1852. _Nourished in the spirit of veyors set forth to stake out lo- got underway to T. J. ?Eloss. native
Fulton is the father of four other
of
West
' The Revolution, he knew both cation. Folton. who had many
Kentucky. That same
children by his second wife. They
. Winds from off the Great
'Lincoln and .Douglas at Freeport, friends who were influential, gain- year, hot .
are A. J. Fulton, Oak Park, ChicaIll., and heard the long-famous de- ed a job with the engineering Plains burned up all crops in the
go. Ill.; Mrs, Josephine Treadway,
bate 'between Lincoln and Douglas corps as rear chainman. and with- Nebraska territory, and the probLincoln Park. Detroit; Mrs. Mary
running the Burlington
, at Freeport. III., in 1880, just prior in four weeks had been - promoted lem
Williams, C.lorado Springs. Col.:
to,11..incOln'S election to the Presi-, to rot:Imam Working,ag That.win- profitably was a most potent issue
and Mrs_ Mahala Jane lBrawn.
- def%ty - ni The Tall Of that year.
On
...July
20.
1890,
Fulton
reter, eating ravenously and sleepHardin.
In'1881. at Galento, Ill., 45 miles ing in the open. he regained his ceived
the following
telegram
CHILDREN ___be
lee
CHILDREN
from Sabula just across the river health and by the time the rail- from Douchey: "Need trainmaster.
BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
from Dubuque, he first saw Grant, road was completed he was strong Can you come? If so. report what
ADULTS-Balcony. Matinee Except
Holidays
Vie
16c
Sundays and Holidays
who at Hanover Mills organized enough to tackle the best of Them. day you can teach Paducah. Re..rea company .of 120 men and acted He started as a brakeman, and in port Johnson Brothers & Faught."
LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays.
Lower Floor. Matinees, Except
Mrs. Mary Housden and chiland Holidays
Etc
as their captain in drills at- Rock 22 months Wad been promoted to
Sundays and Holidays
270
Fulton went to the superintendent
Island, Ill. Soon afterward, the compactor of the Accommodation of the line. "What are the pros- dren were Thursday dinntir guests
of Mrs. Jessie Simmons and Mrs.
war broke out, and it had much to car" Before he was 21, he was pects?" he asked.
Eva Hutson and childre
Afterdo with the story cf Alec Fulton. running an entire train.
"We'll do the best we can by noon visitors were Maly Lucille
The war was over in 1865 ,and
When he was 24, Fulton met you. Fulton." the railroad chief Simmons
and Mary Mitchell, Mr.
Lincoln
was . dead.
Adveraity Emma Whitten. and married her told him. "But until the farmers
struck Fulton's family. At 14, he in September of 1876. Work flour- can make some crops it's going to and Mrs. Grady H9usderi, and
RV1NG HORROR PROWLING GHOSTLY MOOR
baby.
quit school to find work, and With is
.bed. The railroad .ran 87 miles be a hard pull. If there's a good
Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson.
Iwo other buys of his acquaint- in Marion and Lynn counties in job for you in Keptucky, don't
and children, Joe Max and Peganceship started -The Owl", a Iowa, and Fulton conducted' the hold back on our
aecount.'.:
AGAINST A SHADOWY EVIL!,
gie Ann, and Mrs. Jessie Simmons
tabloid sheet. in Sabula. on which run there for 11 years. Then
ONERI.00K HOLMES
With has daughter. then 13. Ful- of Frog Creek were Thursday
the, Worked u printer's devil. So Langdon-Bishop Company built a
When you, talk vast dis-1
ton • left that night, leaving his night visitors of Mr.
and Mrs.
'florid became the e4ferings--44 the new road. The Sabula, Ackley, &
tances to those dear to you,
property
to
be
disposed
cf
by
relaEunice Housden and children of
'trio that public-spirited, citizens Dakota line changed to the name
SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE'S
remember it was a great ro.bought the youths out, to- lift the af the Milwaukee & St. Paul. Con- tives. He reached Carbondale, Ill., Buchanan.
fascinating,
spine-tingling, suspense-taut
on
July
2!
'and
the
following
day
Mr. and Mrs. Nollie- Smith of
rofession -of journalism. in §abula• structiog crews for Langdon-Bish--mance that wrought the
at
10 o'clock knocked at the office .Murray and Garfield .Todd of
Ideals.-h
higher thank. salacious., op- -itarted a road trots Marion.
miracle! The flaitie that
of Johnson Brothers & Faupht in Puryear attended the funeral of
ofststrIPta•
Iowa, to Council Bluff. Mo., a .disburned in the heart 91
Fulton. gained work aS sta corn- testae-15r 216 miles. a project which Paducah. They already were set- their brother. Bob Todd, who was
--;Tosit..r on the--Dubuqbk Non Pareil. _ they completed in 11 months. Men ting up cars and an engine for laid to rest in the family graveAlexander Graham Bell was
but the work of the comdosing were as tbick as flies, a motley him. His jcb was to carry sup- yard Sunday at Tracy. Ky. He
kept alight by the insp
. iring
room was not a mendicant to group of Norwegians and Portu- plies to the track-laying crew, and leaves one son, Johnnig Todd, six
many of the train workers rode sisters'-'and four brothers. They
love of a young girl!
out. in the morning from Paducah are as follows: Mrs. Lillie Davis of
and returned on the train in the Horse Cave. Mrs. Bell Burgin, of
RICHARD
WINDY
BASIL
evening. Thirty-five men from St. Oakland. Mrs. Myrtie Spanks. of
Louis in addition to local workmen Bowling Green, Mrs.
Mary Todd.
(as Sherlock Holmes)
were on Moss''working crew, and
Cottage Grove, Tenn., Mrs. Salli"
AMERICA'S I1OST THRILLING STORY!
all of that 35, a rough, obscene,
ond
Smith, Murray, Mrs. Kittie SimC. Watson)
and reckless mob went to and from
entieth Century-Fox presents
mons, Hazel route 2, Dick Todd
1010 CARRADINI • ItARLOWE ROMANI) • BERYL
Paducah every day.
DARR 1 L F. ZANLICICS Produciton of
Tracy, Ky., Billy Todd of OakMl1(11 • MORTON LOWRY • RALPH FORBES
Moss himself was bold and reck- land, Ky., Hcbart Todd, of DeDirederi by Sidney LCIaloisi Areuor• Bred•AAr G••• WAR"
less, but he was made of iron. troit. and Garfield Todd of FurScr••• Moy b,
Pew&
A Mk C•AArry-f•• PISA,
like the heavy rails he laid across year.
Darryl F Zorosrds Orr or Prors.crso.
the wilderness between Paducah
"Aunt Sallie Burton" is spendand Murray. He had -started out
ing a few days with her sister,
as a tie-hack without a penny, but
—Also—
"Aunt Lue" Housden.
through terrific labor he saved
TRAVELOGUE and
Mary Mitchell and Mary Luenough money to buy the timber
ROBERT BENCHLY SHORT
cille Simmons were Monday afterrights at $1.00 an acre on thousands
.
noon callers of Betty Jo Lax. • L
of acres of land in that area, an inDON
LORET TA
HENRY
George Robert Lassiter was in
vestment which netted him in
New Concord Monday, morning.
many instances more than $200 per
Genneth Wisehart has a new
Charles Coburn • Gene Lockhart 0- Spring Byington
BERNARD stint
acre.
Sally Wane • Po!br Ann Young • Georgians Young
car.
A railroad was necessary for the l'Pete *rid Genneth Wisehart, Jes. A Cosmopolitan Production
transportation of his timber, and sie McClure. Johnnie Simmons.
Doert.d b,:••••vi C.,- tr.t As • A,..,-. Produreet•Arnsolt Magloman
Moss' timber crews managed 'to Hatten Lewis. Sims Garner, Tolley
haul enough of the lumber to out- and 011ie Chrisman were in Murside markets to gain enough money ray Monday.
to start the road. Each county in
• Mrs. Mary McClure, Mrs. Ruby
the area, imbued with the enthusDick and Mrs. Aylon McClure
HE...College bred and wise in
iasm for a railroad, contributed
helped Mrs. Mary Wisehart in
books, but a cool, fearless, twolarge amounts. Calloway county
quilting Wednesday' afternoon.
fisted fighting son of the West I
D
donating $75,000.
Hatten
Sanford . McClure and
SHE ... a tantalizing, fasci.
When 'Fulton took over his Lewis spent Friday and Friday
nating firebrand .. . daughter
duties here, only 11 miles of track night in Paducah.
of the plains!
had been laid out of Paducah. The
Henry, Ellis planted about an
THEIR LOVE is written in
first camp was at Birkhover; the acre of wat&melon seeds last
yt
.
, thrills and rousing drama as
second at Benton. the third at week.
-- "f they defy the robber barons
Hardin, the fourth at Murray. On
Johnnie Simmons and son, E.
of Wall Street I
September 90, frantically work- H., were callers of Rudy Hendon
Naar. Ed* awls Arm amp Mon
ing laborers Pushed the track and Bob Allbritten a while Tuesarrnali
Ow WARR. Aireglor
forma
Tennessee
across the
line. and Ful- day.
ton rumbled his train across just
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Lewis "of.
before the deadline.
_•
Detroit. Mich, are the- grandHigh trestles at Paris delayed parents cf a baby boy born May
the railroad's reaching that city, 6. The little lad has been named
4
but eventually the N. T. & A. built Marion Dee.
____
its line over the L. & N. at Paris
Mrs. Theta Wachtel- oir Murray
and rolled on to Hollow Rock. was a Saturday night and Sunday
Tenn. By 1892. 119 miles of line guest of her daughter, Mrs. Noah
had been built from Paducah 'to Maynard and Mr. littaynard and
Lexington. Tenn., .and the com- children of Cedar Knob.
pany had bought the Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hendon and
Midline running from Perryville sons, Robert and Bill Ede!, Bob
Memphis.
on the Tennessee river to
and Warren Allbritten attended
VIRGINIA BRUCE • VICTOR MeLAGLEN
In 1893. a train ran regularly - be- the play Friday night at New
LIONEL BARRYMORE • EDWARD ARNOLD
tween Paducah and Memphis.
Concord.
GU 't KISSER • CHA4LES OUTTERWORTH
40ne day in May of 1894. Fulton
Hatten Lewis of Macedonia spent
stopped off in Benton to spend a last week-end with Randolph Bras.THE CAR THAT EMS filERYTH/HC
day or two. He was 42 years -old. well.
That afternoon at a tuneral which
Michidan,
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
it
pries
"
askject to thanar lathaat nonoa. Price
'he attended he was attracted by Johnnie Simmons were Mr. and
inclodal safety Vass, armse.re,
girl
blue-eyed
of
dark-haired,
a
•
'Mrs. Henry Ellis.
bump*,guard.,spar* ronr and
about 24, who.was in mourning.
Misses Pernie Mhie1 and Mary
tube Transportation, 'tat.
Fashion Forecast
any,
e•raa,
if
and local
Sympathetic, he inquired her name Lucille 'Simmons and Miss Mary
and
optional aquipsnant and
and her trouble. she WAS Mahala Mitchell were Sunday afternoon
acc•••ori••—•ijrc
A Pete Smith
Jane Price, who lived at Fair callers of Mrs. Monnie Mitchell.
specialty
Dealing near Benton. and her oldMr. and Mrs. Hardie Hinson of
er brother had -just flied with spiffax Paris. Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutal, miningitis. Fulton called to see son, and children, Joe Max and
ANDY DEVINE • ALAN PROWBRAY • GALE SONDEROAARD
Murray, Ky. her often, and. in September el Peggy Arm. and Mrs. Jessie Sim, 1-03 Main and Depot Streets
COSSART • Dleorted by Elliot Nugent•A Periessount PlOws
ERNEST
that year they were married.' His mons were Sunday guests of Ma.
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the relief sought in said Amended Sec. corner, thence North 6" West
Mimes Erie Poesy and Aspic ger new lawn mower recently.
Sycamore
Petition, and that the equity of one hundred sixty )160) poles to
Mrs. Ola Morris has beep suffer,
of Illeyfieid visited Mr. and Mrs.
Tedemo4ion _be mkt 41- egeterth
ee
er a _Stake Qr. Sec. •corner thence
trig with hay fever.
S. B. Orr Sunday.
'
adjudged and decreed that the North 85' East eighty (80) poles to
Charley Wicker was in Peril
-Happy Jadecreditors- have. judgment against a stake in the Rowlett line theece
on business Monday.
The Rey. Robert Paschall and
the plaintiff herein in the amounts South 6' East ohe hundred twenty-,
-Humming Bird.
orphan children of Camden, Tenn.,
insofar as L. D. Hale and A. R. nine 029) poles to a post oak.
Calleway Circuit Court
will be at North Fork Saturday
Route 3
Bin Fuller AthArIc nt isi ee Prue Beale & Son are concerned, and thence North 115' tent eighty-f we
eisert
frau,
SIMI -Keys-eroueron Crime licepoles to a stake, in the MenDeceased.
l'.- I am sure everybiely enjoys the
Hildred Paschall visited rs. RePuryear Route 1
peal have judement in the sum of dersan line. thense 6' East thinebecca Paschall and family Friday sunshine after a week's rain.
Eleven
Hundred
80,100
Three
and
one
011
to
poles
the
beginning
Vs.. Judgment
Mr.
returned
and Mrs. Marion Parker
Morris
Katherine
Mary
NE
night.
;1103p0( dollars.)
containing ninety-five acres. See
Marion Hudspeth,
NES:
Mr. and Mrs. C. A__ Peschall vis- home Sunday from a week's visit Spent Saturday night and Sunday
By
virtue
judgment
el
a
and
deed
book
32. page 32.
Defendant
versy
ited Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wilker- with her aunt, Mrs. J. C. Paschall, with Mrs. Lizzie Wimberly.
For the purchase price the pure
By virtue • of a jedgment and order of sale of the Calloway Cir_
era
Miss Lavern Like and Lucille
and Mr. Pascnall. '
son Senday afternoon,
Court,
rendered
ceit
at
the
•April
chaser must execute bond with
order of Sate of the Callowgy• Circause
Those who visited in the home
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byars and Clayton visited Wednesday night
cuit Court. rendered at the April term thereof. 1939, in the above approved securities, bearing legal
brout
of Mrs. Rebecca Paschall Sunday daughter, Inez, also Mr. and Mrs. with Pearl and -Robbie Lee Jackteethe thereof. 1939. in the above cause for the purpose of payment interest from the day of sale unthe I
afternoon weee Mr. and Mrs. Clay S. C. Paschall attended church at son.
cause for the purpose of payment of'debts, and costs herein expend- til paid, and having the force and
more
Cook, Miss Dona Paschall. Mrs, Oak Grove Sunday. After church,
Brenda May Clayton spent Satof $1e48.68 with interest thereon. ed. I shall proceed to offer., for effect of a judgment. Bidders will
eusie
Namie Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Jack they took dinner in the home of urday night with Pearl Jackson.
and costs herein expended. I shall -sale also equity of redemption in be prepared to comply promptly
flier
Key, Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Orr and Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton
proceed.,to offer for sale at the the described lancein Murray Ken- with these terms.-George S. Rut,
.
Jack
eians
.children, Lorlene, Dorothy, Willie,
Tetuan Ward purchased a new helped Wayman Jackson set
court house doer in Murray. Ken- tucky. to the highest • bidder at Master Commissiraier.
men,
miblic auction, on Monday, .the
Dewey, Ruby, and Barbara Jean.
bacco Monday.
lucky. to the highest bidder at
seine
rw
kin se
Mildred Nance spent the week- car
' t elesceo SaturChisa
n7ltiewEee
public 'aUetion. ort . Monday. the 22nd der of May. 1939. at 1 o'clock
Miss Grace Jackson epent Monmean
end with Willie Orr.
day morning.
22nd day of Slay. 1.939. at 1 o'clock or thereabeut (same being county
.
day evening with Dorotha Gene
in rt
court
day),
upon
a
credit
of
six
and
Hoyt
Mrs.
Jackson
Arlin
sat
Mr.
unand
Paschall,
family
Mr.
or thereabout turtle being county
and Tommie Faye Clayton.
trend
and Mrs. Othel Paschall and son til bedtime with Mr and hire .4.
court day 1: upon a credit of six months, - the property being and
Miss Robbie Lee Jackson visited
seen
lying
County,
in
.
Calloway
Ken.
months, -the following described
and Hildred Paschall attended the B. Erwin Saturday night.
Saturday night with Miss Lucille
trade
property, being and lying in Cal- 4ekicky. towit:
Story reunion at West Fork SunBillie Nance, son of Mr. and Clayton.
tin, c
The
cut
half
of
one
hundred
•
loway County, Kentucky. towit:
day.
Mrs. Borden Nance, spent part of
Markma Parker was in Paris MonMuck
Callaway Circuit Court
The north one half of the fol- fifty-eight 1158) acres of land more
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall and last weee with his sister, Mrs. J. B. day on 'business.
4,ustr
lowing described ereperty, known or less to be taken off of the south- Bank of Murray,
son, Gerald, visited Mr. and Mrs. Erwin.
laxin
Congratulations to Bill Dick West
Plaintiff,
as forty 1401 ,acree off di the teeth east quarter of Sec. 24, T. 3.• R. S.
Arlin Paschall Saturday night.
Miss Emma Hooper and Mary and Miss Irene Seymour, who were
buye
Vs. Judgment
east .corner of the north west east. bounded as follows: eleginMr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall and Katherine Morris were in Paris married Sunday.
Eure
quarter of Section .16 T. 1 R. 3 nine at the North East correct. of Ewing Grogan and Vannie Grogan,
Berthol Allen Grooms visited Mrs.
Gasol
These who went to the river
_Fast; Beginning at the- north said land being the coiner of HoesDefendants Although he has been driven to crime because the cards were stacked Rebecca Paschall and family a shM
gNell oFnoduasyt. shopped n Pails Sunday on a fish fry, etnel Sulphite
opip
ssinN
ing.
Morris, and
east corner of said quarter: thence ton Cook, Allen
By virtue of a judgment and against him. Wallace Ford finds the demands
Monday.
exces
of justice inexorable in while Saturday night.
.
Well Sunday evening were Mr.
west fifty-three and one-third ($3 George Morris land and this tract order,of sale of the Callaway CirMiss Loye Orr is spending a jaw
Mrs. Tolbert Story was in Hazel and Mrs. Wayman Jackson and
condi
the new drama. :'Back Door to Heaven." shoeing Saturday at the
at
a
a
reek.
land
thence
West
hunpoles: thence south one
cuit Court, -rendered at the April
days with -her grandparents, Mr. Monday afternoon.
airlin
daughters, Pearl and Bobbie. Mr.
dred twenty A 1204 poles: thence with the Murray and Highland term thereof, 1939. in the above Varsity Theatre. Stuart Erwin, Patricia Ellie and Aline Macelithen also and
Mrs. Leroy Kuykusdisll. Mr.
court
Mrs. Manuel Paschall visited Mrs and Mrs. Burton Jaakson and chil4100)
one
hundred
about
Road
have
Important
roles.
east fifty-three and one-third (53
ceuse for the purpose of payment'
Soon.
Kuykendall is impreved at this e
Pauline,
line Story Monday and also dren, James and Dorothy Marshall
1-31 poles: thence north in -the eine yards to a rock, thence West with of253$0.00 with interest thereon at
consi
writing.
visited her sister, Mrs. Add Pas- Clayton and children, Lavern Like,
the
said
of
'barren
line
to
fork
to the beginning. And being the•
the rate ..of fl ee Per annum from engaged as bass singer in a quar- Dories Lam pk ins.
'as
Mr and Mrs Ruff Spann and
Dow hicks. Jim Merrell, Robert
Mrs. Sam Bazzell remains ill at
same teed eonveeed to let T. Jc-hnathan Creek.- thence ' -down ?he 18th day of May. 1937. until tet over WPAD.
Kens
eel. and Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Charlie Wicker sold a nice veal and J. W. Barnhill and John JackAsher Story, Clinton. - Mr. and this writing.
Pogue by E. C.' Sherman. See deed said creek to two red oaks, thence paid. and costs herein expended,
South West to Sec.. -line.' thence I shall proceed to offer
Mr. and -Mrs. Cooper Jones and Orr vested Mr. and Mrs. One Kite- calf and 3 nice hogs Saturday.
son.-Mocking Bird.
bee& "X" pate 557.
for sale at Mrs. John Enoch. Frank Enoch,
Mr. and Mrs. Wess Spann- and
.Also another tract. It acing a West with said _line to the South the court house door in Murray. and family. Wilburn Spann. ol. family visited Mr. and Mrs. Willie kendell and family Sunday.
W)
Mr. and... Mrs. Vester Paschall Mrs. Spann's sister, Miss Eunice
pare of the north east .quarter of West corner of said quarter. thence Kentucky. to the highest bidder at phus Wilson and daughter, Will Edwards in Cuba Sunday.
It pays to toad our Classifieds
Sr pOr
Gaylon Mereis and Glenn Orr visited Mr. and Mrs, J. L. Orr Orr, visited their sister, Mrs. MelSection 16. T. ee R. 3 East. and North to N.orefewest corner: thence _putelic auctioli. op eleeeteY, the Wilson and family, Cleatus Enoch,
p OW
East. to North ' East eoruer. the =rid day of May, 1039. at I
.istor• • •
vin Farris and family Sunday.
bounded as pillows: Beginning
o'clock Telles Reward, 'Albert fee and were in Puryear and Paris Friday Sunday.
jects
R. HALL HOOD
Miss Pauline Kennedy, Budciie Mr. Farris' little girl, Ima Gene,
the ' north west -corrier of said beginning_
or thereabout ('sertie being county times,. Names Jones 'and Gene, on "beisiness.
an 4
Also: Anether Parcel of land de- court day), npop a credit of six Grant Sees. Mrs. Sarah Baldwin. Howard Morris seenteteturday Kennedy and, elate Wilson visited is on the sick list.
quartersection: thence. east with
Attorney-at-Law
150.0(
the .bouneglary line to _center cd scribed as follows: Lying on the neeetes• the eQ110Wthe deecribed Ardell MeQuerter and and daugh- night with Wade and -Earned Hol- Mr. and Mrs. Travis Kennedy
Hildred Paschall attended the
leer)
Sunday.
quarter: -half across quatier;
thence West side Of the SouthWest Quin- property. being and lying in -Cal- ter, Mr. and Mre Leonard elebur ley.
commencement play at Lynn Grove Offices Peoples Savings Bank Bldg.
paled
and children. Hay Morton. Lee
south parallel with isoundaryelines tet 'of Sec. 19. T. 2. R.4 steel begin- loway County. Kentucky. towit:
Mrs. L. Galleon is at the bedside
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Coop visited
PHONE 71-Res. 409
itea
sixty )60) poles to a rock: thence ning,et the livens- pond- running
last
• Mrsw. eek
A d d Paschall purchased a
The List half of the Southeast tiumphherys. Deck Story and Haf- of her sister. Mrs. - Sam Bazzell Mrs. Hensley Kelton Saturday.
"as.
west parallel with. first line to a Southeast, with the road to. the Quarter of Sec. 12. T. 3 R. 3 East. ford. Mrs. Robbie Story Robinson this week.
iggof Clinton. brought a mammeith
stake on boundary line: thence 414-airae and Highland Read: thence containing eighty 180) acres.
Mrs: Essie Faust and daughter
t orer
with boundary line sixty. 4601 poles. -with said sroad baek- to lane. sus's., Also the west ball of the South- cake from the bakery., 24x12x4 inI were in Paris Monday.
natio
Mrs_ Macon Taylor visited Mrs.
teehe liege:ming. containing thirty Pose Co _be one (1) acre mote or -west Quarter ef See. 7, T. 3 R. 5 ches thick. which "finished up"
strtrn
430) acres more or lea., And being less.
ed' Johnnie. Harrelson Monday.
East lb the said county of Cello- bountiful dinner. Robbie att
- 83, at Pea 612,
earth
the same -land .conveyed' to M.. •Ee lett Deed Book .
Nor-Snowball
Wee. State of Kentucky, lying on Goshen school and' Muer
cable
Pogue by J. lee Story and wife. . •Forethe purchase price the pur- the waters of Ledbetter Cepek and mal-way back when! _-'le ,Eagle'
since
M. E. • Story. shown in deed book' chaser must eeecute bond with containing eighty 4 80) acres more was there and I do nee mean perapproved securities. ebearing legal
n a
11. page 372.
„
or less. For source of title -see haps.
un-•
of
sale
the
interest
day
from
lands
Hardy Aeune and Lube•Cemer.
Also 'another tract described as
Deed Book 27. page 604;and Deed
having
the force ,aed
Wh1c
follows: A certain -piece of land el paid, and
Hook 40. page 247.'Calloway Coun- midway between Coldwater and
'Lynn Grove. were at the Stella
says
County. Kentucky. effect of a judgment. Raiders' will ty Clerk's Office.
iri-teelfeway
a'
t, rise
kaiswe as a teiazigular .piece of be, prepared to comply- promptly
For the purchase price the per- mill last week. Hardy is e6 sum- 'William Joseph Parrish. 68, died
that
land lying north of M. T. Pogue's with these terpas.--George S. Hart, chaser must execute bond with men old. weiges 185 pounds. is Thursday at his home near
Pine
alum.
lend and eouth-of the Boydsville Master Commissioner.
I approved securities, bearing legal _both successful farmers and, fid- Bluff, and was buried at Blood
Public road; commencing ehree(3)
• interest from the day of sale un- dlers. Jim Parke of the miel. fine River Friday afternoon. The Rey.
ago,
poles eset of the south east cortil paid, and having the force and . delivered my milling. Eva Dell age E. H. Lax conducted funeral serv.
lecke
ner - of the south west quarter et
effect of a judgment. Bidders will ' 8. came along and saw my large icese at the Blood' River church.
Section '9. T. 1. R. 3 Ease. runbe prepared to comply promptly weeping willow tree. She is a
A member of the McCracken
Tel
Mfg north nineteee.„)19) peles
with these terms-George S. Hart, beautiful erunette.
Methodist church. Mr. Parrish was
tern
the reeler of said read; ttwrrce
tobacco
set
Master Commissioner.
Will "1'44
the father of -ten living childrenswim
plants
near the hen °I°
sosith west withesaid peed ewentyhow*. The
kind
chickens ate up his toles*. The Mrs, Zola Colson, Mrs, Lera Cunpine 1 29e entsie :le_ sake
'
(*Dewey C4rels“ Celui
old nutter acquired the
1101ekt hue: 'thence east with said
habit ningham, Mrs. Annette Lamb,
Irnuid
of chewing tobacco when, he was a Misses Euple and Imogene Parrish,
libee twenty-fiver - e25)
-0111es to the R. M. Lassiter. Administrator of
And
boy. Call Burman Parker or Ira and Noel, •Loman, Jesse, Rupert.
beginning cientaining two'hundred The Estate of R. B. LassitEt..„,
Plaintiff
ill tl
thirty-eight (IMO rocts. And being
Saturday. Miry 13. cold rain Fox and have the jasper locked up and Charles Parrieh.
Vs. Judgment
His widow also survives him,
his c
from the North and le did
the-same- land 'cionee'red- t .M.
SQ * is the "head man".
Into
Pogue by Williatn Sims as eseawn Arid Vance and His Wife, Sadie to ' Kerrey as I was fearful It( -"Eagle" poked fun at Chatter- as do i brother, Ed Parrish. Pst--Incec
would- turn into sleet or snow. box's preacher-map at the Louis- clucah. and 16 grandchilden.
by deed-leeek 11. page 372tein_Ceale Vince, and L. BeWilliams,
Defendants Mrs.
to st
luwaf County Court Clerk's OfMary
Hale washed
the I ville jail
teen "Chatter" poked
By virtue. of a judgment and clothing Thursday and it rained fun at my preacher-man
resca
It pays to read our Cbuistrieds'
who
Natic
For the purchase 'price the pur- order of sale of the Calloway Cir- balance of the week and the spoke over WPAD. Now ain't that
cil of
chaser Must .vesissete bond• with cuit Court. rendered at the Aeril clothes did not get dry til Sun- cute?
shee
approved eecurities, bearing legal term thereof. 1939, in the above day afteencen. ,I think she hung
I always patronize home 'merA
-interest,from the day el sale un- cauee for the ,purpose of payment them. out to dry in a pour down chants and newspaper, "ads".. The PUTS PEP
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chine
til 'paid, and having the force and -of $191.23 with interest thereon rain. And 1'-"laid by" my
idea of • patronizing some foreign
IN YOUR
than
per 'annum from
effect ,of i luegment• Bidders will at the rate of
patch With a spade within place! Absurd!'
weigl
be prepared to comply promptly tJanuary • 11. 19:16. • until paid-sub- • my overshoes and Overcoat
I'm in the hebit of getting the
A mi
with these terrnse-Gecrge S. Hart. jecee however, to Lb 00 made Jely, In his K1 WWI at Union Grove names of Oscar Trevathan and
cane(
24, 1917, and further payment of last Sunday. Garvin Cued empha- Walter Trevathan confused, Once
Master Commissioner.
uncle
$70.00 made on July 31.. -1937e-and sized the significance and import- I met Bea -Melugin, the good Red
trapp
costs herein expended. I shall pro- ance of "First day of the week: Crass lady. at the Corner drug
Virtu
ceed to offer for sale at the courel Lord's -day-.
store arid she said: "Itowdy-do Mr.
and •
house dour in Murray. Kentucky.
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open
'
'tee the highest bidder at . public ef Murray. and Eertn Forrest of I went and told - WM-Hale that
shoes
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ty. Kentucky. towit:
,
sir, they chased
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.tene-third elterest in thee follewthat fox down'
Vs. Jusigmenttrig described land to be sold by
below the Wes
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Mr and Mrs. Terry Morris. Lena
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Behind the Scenes in
American B

Build Soil The
ACP Way

S. Pleasant Grove

Bro. Claude Milani, a resting
•
preasirsi-4.Mismok4iiked- the
atdtiC;r'sat this church' Sunday morning.
of a series of articles en the AgriMany have spoken of his fine
cultural Conservation Program as
"Mother's" talk.
NEW YORK, May 17-BUSI- pendent stores in retail sales of composed by the office of the counThe
writer
was a week-end
NESS-Settlement of the contro- grocery products, unusual in this ty agent. The next will appear in visitor with Mrs. Mary Morrow
versy between operators and min- industry where demand is highly an early issue.)
and family, of Crossland. We aters of bituminous coal, which inelastic since people
at about „In the last trQ articies the value tended services at Oak
Grove
caused a six weeks' shutdown, the same quantity of food every of lime and phosphate was disSunday. Their collection through
brought a deep sigh of relief to day. Trade leaders credit the rise cussed separately. In this we will
Sunday School and free will offerthe business world last week. A to aggressive selling methods aris- consider their effectiveness when ings was
over $29.00. Elder Gregmore opium istic
viewpoint on ing from so-called producer-consu- used together.
ory, the pastor, it his sermon
business prospects for the sum- mer campaign. So far this year
On Claude Lawrence's farm lime stressed the importance of being
mer' months was expressed in there have been campaigns to sell and phosphate used together were born again. He said
one thing
more
oranges,
any quarters, by retailers, salesbutter, ..Agis. dried more effective than when used motley could not du, was to buy a
fruit,
beans and canned peas, crops separately as the following record
men, manufacturers. and profesticket to heaven; that it was by
sional economists. Because it will in which large surpluses overhang- that Mr. Lawrence kept on his the blood of Jesus
Christ we are
ing
the market threatened ruin- 1938 wheat crop will indicate. No
mean increased .purchasing power
saved. He also spoke of the desein rural areas, the recent upward ation for growers. Based on the treatment, 6.8 bu. of wheat per cratio not the
Sabbath with Suntrend of commodity prices was criginal success in 1936 of 37,000 acre; lime alone, 8.7 bu. -wheat day ball games and picture
s:sows.
seen as a forerunner of livelier chain stores in moving a surplus of per acre; phosphate alone, 12.3 bu.
Quite a number from Crossland,
trade acHvity. So far,. wheat, oats, California peaches which had wheat per acre; and lime and phos- Pufyear and vicinities nearby
Suntin, cotton, silk and soy beans have forced growers' prices below the phate, 19 bu. per acre.
day afternoon attended the funeral
touched new 1939 highs. In in- cost of production to $15 a ton,
Johnnie Walker near Stella re- of "'Uncle Bob" Cole. IN, at the
dustry, purchasing agents are re- these drives to bring producers ports similar results: No treatment, Lasater cemetery near the state
laxing their extremely cautious and consumers closer together have 6.5 bu, of wheat per acre; lime line. He formerly lived in Crossbuying policies of last month when been ihcreasing in frequency and alone, 12.1 bu. wheat per acre; land but later
made his home in
Organized on a nation- phosphate alone,
European tension was at a peak. scope.
1111 bu. wheat Mayfield at the home of his daugh-f,
wide
basis
by
growers'
Gasoline sales and prices are. risrepresenta- per acre; lime and phosphate, 18 ter. Mr. Clitis Hoopet, of Puryear,
ing. New orders for lumber are tives and chain stores, cooperation bu. wheat per acre.
and his helper drove over to
of
independent dealers in these
exceeding production.
Cigarette
Even at the price of wheat in Mayfield and brought the remains
consumption is gaining.
Heavy drives is always sought too, The 1938s, the increase in wheat paid to the Lassiter cemetery where
airline traffic this spring may en- next producer-constuner campaign the cost of liming and phosphat- Elder Robbins conducted the rites.
courage the Lpening of more routes gets underway for dairy products ing the land. In addition, the Mr. Cole had been a member of
soon.
One such project being June 1.
lime And phosphate will have the Baptist church about 23 years.
considered is a line between Kanbeneficial
results
for
several He Is survived by one daughter
sas City and New Orleans which s AUTO SALES-How much busi- years.
and sons: His wife passed away
'Kansas City Southern
Railway ness has improved this year is inAt the Mayfield Experiment several years ago. Several grandwohicl operate.
dicated by automobile factory sales.
field over a twenty-five year children and 'great grandchildren
In the first four months 1,414,776'
period lime and phosphate have are also survivals.
WASHINGTON-REA's annual cars were sold, a gain of 56 per increased the yield of corn 12.4
The Bob Cole burled Saturday
report, just sout,, reveals healthy cent -over the period in 1938. These bu. per acre; wheat, 9.6 bu. per at Green Plains cemetery, also
progress, with rnore than 340 pro- auto dollars trickle into the hands acre, and hay, 2690 pounds per from Graves county, was formerly
jects bringing electric service to of hundreds of ptoducers, bring- acre. Lime alone has increased the of Hazel. He married Miss Nora
an estimated 750.000 people in ing many regions a bit nearer to yields: of corn: 9.5 bu. per acre, Johnson whose family lived for
For example, auto wheat, 4.3 bu. per acre, and hay, several years in the Gunter's Flat
150,000 rural homes. Industries in prosperity.
every state in the union`stiartici- makers buy $1,000,000 worth of 1720 pounds per acre. Phosphate vicinity.
paled, the report points oUts it diamonds a year for drilling and alone has increased the yield of
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Irvin and
cites the bauxite mines of Arlida- grinding metal. One plant uses corn 1.6 bu. per acre; wheat, 2.8 children, Charles Hugh and Nell,
sas, the Montana copper mines, .21,4 bars of soap and a gallon of bu per acre, and hay, 447 pounds attended services at Green Plains
wine-drawing plants and manufac- liquid soap for every 10 cars made. per acre.
Sunday.
turers of equipment throughout the It takes five Angora goats .to
Miss Opal- leivrin, daughter Of
In each case • the increase due
vide
etnitigh
mohair
for
the
avernation, On .1,000,009 poles was
to lime and phosphate .has been Mr. .and Mrs. Dirik Erwin, was
age
sedan.About
500 pounds of
strung enough wire to girdle the
equal- to the Increase due to lime last week one of the Hazel high
earth five times. The aluminum sand is used in the molds made plus the increase due to phosphate. school graduates.
casting
each%autornobile engine
cable alone, required by REA
Last Friday was a happy day
The use of lime and phosphate
since 1935, would completely bound block. The rag Man gets a break
for' many of the children of this
soil-builcithg
pradices
on
are
both
an area equal to all U.S. farm tcn, one _plant alone buys 120,000 the ACP plan.
vicinity, who were chaperoned by
lands and barnyards 23 times. yards of gauze and 1,200- Rounds of
and phosphate can be their teacher and went picnicking'
Both
lnne
Which is only "fittin' and proper", ticking annually for washing and ordered on the AC program by to Reelfoot lake.
says an aluminum industry his- polishing cars.
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Bradley
paying
freight
and
handling
rian. who unearthed the fact
charges, the remainder coming out and son Jimmy, of near Puryear
that the first installation of an
HEADLINES IN NEW YORK- of the 1939 Agricultural Conserva- visited Crossland relatives Sunday.
aluminum conductor was made in Heavy construction rises 25 per tions.,Program checks,
The Epworth League was called
....1;...the Chicago stockyards 42 years cent in April over '36 month . . .
I in at Pleasant Grove last Sunday
ago. when "barnyard" ruines at- Military
evening because of the League repreparations spur new
tacked a line of another material. developments in aircraft engines
vival meeting at Murray. A few
, . Steel ptices reduced ...in Defrom this community attended the
THINGS TO WATCH FOR-Re. troit arlea . . . Santa Fe believed
league banquet at Murray Friday
Brent Morris of Clarksville vis- evening. Talmage Jones, local
2piece likely to resume regular dividend
turn to popularity of tar:0
Mrs.
ited'
his
and
parents,- Kr.
swim suits for women. but not the on preferred stock
League president and Hubert Cun. Net inkind grandma used to wear • . . comes for utilities this quarter Henry Morris, and children of Buc- ningham attencied the Sunday evillbTooth Liquid: said to be first li- may reach 8-year peak ... . April hanan last week-end.
ening services there.
Myrtle Lee Lamb and Frances
Weuid dentifrice on market . . . fertilizer sales_ up 19 per`feent over
MN Mites returned home SunAnd an electric tooth brush for year ago . . Reductions made on Osborn spent Sunday night With day after spending the week .with
sll the family.; each member has war risk insurance rates for Amer- Sue Nance.
Mrs. Less Jones, Mrs. Will Wrathhis own brush which is inserted ican cargoes .
. Chicago grain 'Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hemp Curd er, and Mrs. Harley Craig and their
into the revolving handpiece . . . prices soar as five local elevators were Sunday guests of Mr. and families. Mr. Miles''other daughIncfeasing- demand for sweet pota- containing 4,000,000 bushels are Mrs. Henry Morris.
ter, Mrs. Hafford Orr, and family,
to starch as result of aggressive destroyed by fire . . . Long term
A large crowd attended the chil- also Mrs.,Miles and their son. Marresearch and promotion work of mortgage homes favored by speak- dren's exercise at Mt. Pleasant vin. joined in a family reunion
National Farm Chemurgic Coun- ers at National Association of Mu- Sunday afternoon.
with Mr. and Mrs. Les Jones. and
cil of Columbus, Ohio . . . Sale of tual Savings Banks' convention
Mr. and Mrs. Conard Hudson son, Talmage, on May 8. Glad to
shee music by drug stores . . .
and children, Genella and \Pattie report that Mrs. Itliles continues to
A new low-priced adding maMae. Maxine Hudson, Herbert improve.
CARD
OF
THANKS
chine said to have 2,000 less parts
Mrs. Nellie Pigue, of Paducah,
James, and Dick and Robert Ellis
than conventional models and
who is visiting relatives in South
visited Mr. and Mrs. Payton Nance
We
wish
to
express
our
sincere
weighing well under six pounds . .
Howard vicinity, was - able to ata while Sunday night.
A minncw trap made of a material appreciation to our friends ands
tend services at Pleasant Gtove
Mrs.
Clifton
Roberson
and
daughrelatives
for
their
kindness
and
called lumarit that is so invisible
Sunday after a long illness at her
under-water fish are in it and sympathy during the illness and ter, Mildred Jane, visited in the home in Paducah. People are
home
of
Mr.
and
Osdeath
of.
our
Mrs.
Andrew
beloved mother and
trapped \before they know it . . .
always glad to see Mrs. Pigue,'who
We also born last week-end. „.
Virtual elimination of open backs wife, Mavis Massey.
with her late husband. the Rev. R.
Harold Ray of Paris CCC camp H. Pigue. did. much for the spiritand sharp reduction in number of want to -thank all the doctors and
nurses _of the 'Mason Memorial visited in Lite, home, of Mr, and ual uplift of the Hazel M. E.
_open toe models in women's fall
Hospital for their kindness.
Mrs. John Owens over the week- charge.
shoes.. s
Mr. J. T. Massey and children .end.-Blue Jay..
Last Sunday was Mother's Day
GROCERIES-Sharp increases as
which was not instituted until the
It pays to read oar Clialailladi
reported by both chain and indes
It pays to read oar Classifieds dawn of the twentieth century.
Miss Anna Jarvis of Philadelphia
suggested a Mother's Day in .1907.
Not *until 1913 did Congress of the
United States take any action and
the following year the President
proclaimed second 'Sunday in May
as Mother's Day, at which time all
government buildings are decorated
with national flags and -those who
honor Mother's Day are supposed
to wear a white flower if mother
is dead and a red flower if mother its living and assemble together to worship God.
Next Sunday, May 21, is temSouth side Court Square-Phone 56
1 4.S0)
perance Sunday. The Woman's
Christian Temperance Union has
isawasie
been a great help in educating for,
temperance. It. is strong in example. For example, it urges the
churches to use the undermented
wine (sweet grape juice1 for sacramental purposes. Of the millions of families in U. S; the average drink bill is estimated at about
$125 per family. "Woe unto him
that putteth the "bottle to his brother's mouth.Saves Food's Vitality, not Just the Food!
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Nationally Favorite Cotton Fabrics At Very

Unexpected Savings
THE FIBRE OF
AMERICAN
PROSPERITY

JUMBO SIZE
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See how this new Frigidaire puts you
yedri ahead in food-prsaeristion ...and
gives you Rich New Styling ... New
New
SUPER -MOIST HYDRATORS .
MEAT•TENDER for fresh meats... METERMISER operating economy and GENERAL
MOTORS DEPENDABILITY ... yet.costs no
more than osolossey"first-line"refrigerators!

Come In? SEE OUR
PROOF -DEMONSTRATION
TODAY I

PART LINEN

MEN'S

DRESS PRINTS

TEA TOWELS

8c

4c

DRESS
SHIRTS

PER YARD,

Natural linen color. Sizes
16x30 incites. Bordered or
plain.

8 OUNCE

WOMEN'S

FEATHER
TICKING
16C

OVERALLS

44c

BOYS' 4 to 14 SIZES
Full cut, roomy sizes, two
breast pockets on high btbs.
Triple sewed, 220.weight, blue
denim.

Fast color broadcloth patterns. Have standup, non
wilting collars. sizes 14 to 17.

Double Size
MOUNTAIN MIST and.
WIZARD

BROADCLOTH

COTTON I.
BAITS
380

SLIPS

16c

YARD
Full length gowns straight
tops with shoulder straps. 23c
Values. All sizes.

'Indigo

Standard
striped.
width ticking. Fast colors.

Big
Glazed and unglazed.
double sizes. Pure white sawitary cotton. .59c , values:

a
7c Brown

A flundred New Bolts of

MUSLIN
4/
1
2c

SHEERS
Quality Materials Par Excellent!

Yard Wide
MEN'S

. WORK SOX
Salt and pepper mixture
patterns. Seamless. Fine
cotton.

Sc
Yd.

PERMANENT KRINKLE

CREPE
15c
40 Inch

.

Brown Sheeting
7/
1
2c
Were celebrating our Cotton Festival with marvelous, sheer materials at a distinct, twenty-five
per cent savings in price! Investigate these cool,
delightfully crispsummer dress fabrics. rbeyre beautiful to behold and wonderful to own.
• FROST LAWNS-39 inches wide • Kose Petal
MERCERIZED PRINTS • 36-inch BABBETIE DIMITY • Permanent Vat Dye, WOOL-FLOCK ORGANDIES-39 Incises wide • JACK FROST SHEER
FROCKS in light and dark grounds. Guaranteed TubFast Colors, 2 Yards (57ci Make a Lovely Summer
Dress.

4
(A
i4
-4. 54

.0 ill

ak1
it* •T-

Sheer, Flower Garden

141
4
,51,
r74li
t

+

PRINTS

t'
;
144114

21c Values!
s•

)kk
i14 4
4

Be Nuit Lawns;

s.14-1

tilde

15c

Dolores Dimities!

4,74:714;
:44'4111 :41;14

Yard .

.4%. 4, ilk

4.41

ky,ery bolt

a full package of extra value
Colorful, cool, fast to washing, 36-Inch materials. A huge special purchase brings
these money-savers for this safe.

,A.

*'"A

Garlic-Patstey an Aid in

49c

EACH
Choicest of spring and suminer patterns in fine, colorful percale prints. Not remnants! New bolts to select
from.

SUSPENDER BACK
BLUE DENIM

sg11°619.19 INIPAIKEramete

,uper:Value 6"
S

36 INCH FAST COLOR

---

EACH
Big 2:te towels. Heavy doable
loop Turkish cloth, White
A4 with border.

World's First "Cold-Wall" Refrigerator
I at JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO.

Jones Files
.
Frankfort-C.-Z. Jones, Beton,
filed this week for the Democratic nomination for the Eighth
House District. Lyon and Marshall counties.

Our Sales of Cottons

22x44 Inch Heavy

AMAZING DEMONSTRATION

Keeps even highly perishable foods naturally moist and
vitally fi'esli days longer than ever before,because it p5rovides all 3 essentials for better food
preservation:
Also check
1. UNIFORM LOW TEMPERATURES
NEW LOW
Pg10E
2.
HIGH HUMIDITY
ft.
full II cu.
i
3. NO MOISTURE-ROBBING AIR
,.CIRCULAT1ON

Read and Profit
By

Scattered_News

Built on an Entirely New Principle

Lerman Bros. do their bit in this emergency, Over
eleven million bales of cotton in the U. S. needs attention. While you wear cotton for coolness, comfort
and all around summer satisfaction-We help you to
it with non-profit prices!

Pepperell Sheets
81x90

69c
O.N.T. Thread
3c
93.12 FOOT

Linoleum Rugs
$4.44

Hope Muslin

BOYS' 69c

WASH SUITS
49c
GIRLS' 69e

Wash Frocks
49c
Men's and Boys'
Sanforized
:kitta Shrunk

SLACKS
69c

Yard

4*.12r
(
119 i
i
tifit
$4
1
,
1t:
A474,4*4.4,

HIGHBLONPRESSURE
Medical reports say. that (Arlie-Perste, con-

otintrats has 'Amble action in redlicing high .
blood pressure. First,it tend,to relax tightened
ttheoir inhibits decompre
bowel.,a coatri
animist wastegoattetin
tory mobs of high blood pressure. To get
eoncentrated garlic -and pantry in °duelers.
tasteless form, ask for ALLIMIN. Thema_
tablets, used at regular Limb...vale aid in re.
during k,loeci pressure and relieving beadscha
and dueness ellased by exosage* *lab readInge To leans what rears your .Meod PrISSUSS
art for medrea)treatment newek your doges.
ALLIMIN is fog sale by all druggists
Large box, 50e. Special economy size. 81.00.
Por Sale, by Turnbow Drug Co..
ariarialS ii1S000(1.

*1'4-

-444", •g,k,

4.176k
Atr
erc
airly.4%.*..
r
.40/
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11.111111111ANI BRO
•CASH DEPARTMENT STORES"
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"KNOWN FOR AIETTER: VALUES"
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It's the real, stain Aedst. .
on-selvedge Hopp h raf
martini. Grab a supply,
while five bolts I
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Bed Spreads
59c
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MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

Alfred young. Mrs. Etna Swift.
Mrs. Hugh Waldrop. Mrs. Lennis
Ward. Mrs. Lois Yarbrough. Mrs.
Lewis Harding, Mrs. Johnnie Welke!. Miss Marilyn Walker. Mrs.

PHONE 247, PLEASE

••-•

•

F

Faxon Facets

Beaman, Miss Virginia Humphreys.
Mies Venial Slaughter. Miss Kathryn Eteimar, Miss Mary Lee Coleman, Mrs. Jeff Hughes. Miss Violet
LeGrande, Mrs. Will Rose, Mrs.
C. B. Fair, MrS. Allen Rose:
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
L. II. Hale, Mrs. Charles Mooe
d.
Mrs. Everette Jones, Mrs. John B.
Watson. Mrs. Mattie Butterworth.
Mrs. Ivan Orr. Mrs. Laura Mayfield. Mrs. Cora Jones, Miss Rebecea Psyire- Mrs. Roble Fait, Miss
Alice Fair. Mrs. George Brown.
Mrs. Pat McPherson, Mrs: Billie
MeKeel. Mrs.'Mike`Fair. Mrs Martha Jane Poole. Mts. W P Gideon.

Copy for this page should be submitted not later thah Tuesday
afternoon each week.
Tariton-Edivards Wedding
Is Solemnized

Awe'

with Bro. Pogue's aunt. Miss Emily
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Smith, who has been sick fur
some time.
A. V. Havens, Minister
Bro. Pogue reported that Mrs.
"Your Worth," will be the serCorn planting and tobacco setLucile Lyon, formerly a Faxon mon subject of A. V Havens,
ting are going right along with
wn•tr•
Liasiti.E1 SEEMECL SOME- eleepester eit the
First
breaking, disking and harrowing.
what better after a severe Illness ChUrch, at the Sunday morning
Every team and tractor is busy.
of two weekt. Friends will be glad wet-ship service, next Sunday. The
Oscar Folwell is running his new
to learn Mrs. Lyon is better.—Alf. service will begin at 10:45.
tractor 16 or more hours every
The Sunday School will begin
day.
at 9:30, Sunday morning, led by
Supt. R. L. Wade.
Friday rttght ended 'a very suc• The Christian Endeavor Societies
cessful commencement
week .itt
will begin at 6:30 Sunday evening.
(Continued from Page 1)
Faxon.
,Tuesdaey - evening
the
Due to the baccalaureate service
juniors put on a good perform
of the Murray High School,' the
ance in "Laugh Clown," coached (F), fifth. lime: 221.Z.
Sunday night church service will
220-low hurdles: Graham (TS),
by Miss Brandon and Mr. Hurnotbe held.
ley. Friday evening the senior first; Fenton (M):- second; Scott
The Mid-Week Meeting will
class presented an unusually good IM), third; Hill (F) fourth: Mcheld Wednesday night at 7:30. *play in "Follow Me." Mr. Jones Clellan (F), fifth. 1'ime—:24.5.
220-yard dash: Barr (H), first:
was the sponsor.
London—Britain pointedly served,
Wednesday evening saw one of Hill (F). second: Lewis (F), third:
the best of Faxon's good - com- Fenton (Me fourth; Robinson (TS), notice this week that any forceful
coup against Danzig which threatmencement nights. The stirring fifth. Time—:23.3.
ened Poland's independencee"would
and challenging address was deThirty-one Carter county farmers inevitably start a general conlivered by Professor Shultz, Minister L. H. Pogue pronounced the are trying Italian rye grass and flagration in which this country
would be involved".
invocation and the benediction for Reed's canary grass.

Bedtime Story

MURRAY HIGH

met last week with Mrs. Marvin
Whimel at her home. Guests ineluded members
'
and two visitors.
A wedding of ireerest to a wide
Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hughes and Mrs.
circle of friends was quietly std. 'Nat Ryan. The prize for high score
eninized at the Met node: parson-,
awarded .xle„._
pureiore.
was
Wells
age' Saturday enornidg al eleven
A debt:Weil . salad plate was
eeclock When Mr. Hayden Hall Ed.served As. the. conclusion•
. the
wards ;trek Miss Mary. Edith Tarr;
game
ton were- united .in marriage by
•
• • •
Gunter-Falwell Wedding
. --the Rev. J. Mack ,Jenkins. using
Mac Dowell Music Club Meets
- Is Solemnised
the single ring ceremony. Saturday Attempt's'
• The bride is the beautiful ane
The wedding of Miss Catherine
attractive daughter of Mr.'and Mt
Miss Barbara •Diuguid and Miss Rowena Gunler, sister of Mrs.
W. R. Fowler. Mr Edwards is one Martha Churchill were hostesses Frank Young Cowan, McAdams.
the third censecutive year. Miss
-of the fine young farrier of lee: Saturday a;ternoon at thebome of Miss..- and Mr. R. .H. Falwell. Jr..
Dorothy Geurin was valedictorian
county. Quite a number of friends the former for the regular meeting son of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Faiwell,
The bedtime story in this *retie from "Never Say Die" seems to be and Marshall Gantt
was salutaand relatives were present.
of the Mac Dowell Music-Club.
Sr., Murray. was solemnized at 3
Andy
Devine's
and
Bob
Hopes
inability
to get together on a design torian. Music was furnished. by
Following a snort bridal'tour to — Officers elected for next year cechick Tuesday. May 1. at the
for sleeping. The situation is not improved by the fact that they are Miss Faye Rogers, the girls' chorus
Central City. the „couple will twin
. %vete' Eleanor
Hire,' president; Sallie, Baptist church, in Sallis.
home on their farm neer, Murray MaYreie Ryan, vice-president; Mar- Miss., with the Rev. ,Dr. .J. S. both in love with Martha Kaye, co-starred in the Paramount comedy and the junior quartet.
..
.
Mr. Shultz centered his tlk
• tha Bell Flood. secretary. and Bar- Riser. Jr.. of Blue Mountain, Miss.. which opens next Tuesday at the e'arsIty Theatre,
around "Building for Heavy Duty"
tfficiating. Miss Edna Mae Gunbare Diuguid. treasurer.
B:siman's Club Holds Business
and spiced his lecture with hum, New. members- elected included tee was the bridesmaid and Dr. 0. in honor of MrsOrtis Key.
Meeting
May 7 at the home of Mr. and
orous and interesting anecdotes and
The home - ofe Mrs. le D., Heleecerolyn Johnson. itlariOn.....„.Shate C. Wells. Jt., McKenzie, Tenn...was 'The hours were devoted to pleas- Mrs. Frank Tarkington in
Buc- with much poetry both classical
ant conversation and games. Gracwas opened Thursday afternoon-tier borough. Georgia Helen 'Kee and 'the best man.
hanan, Tenn., In honor of Mrs. and original.
The
bride
Wore
a
dark
blue
suit
iously received by the honoree
the May business Meeting of the Isabel Cain.
7-411er -C-eepe.—With blue and were the
.Supt. T. C. Arnett introduced the
Theeprograrn was as follows: Murray Woman's Club with the
many nice and useful Frank Tarkington's birthday. A
white accessories.
Her corsage
beautifel lunch was spread on the speaker of the evening and made
gifts.. .
ifUngariari Polka- Imogene
110.71eoPeesertp)ent as hcciteeeee
bouquet was of red rosee.-a few appropriate and enceuraging
Mrs. Joe ,Lovett presided. and itailee.and Martha Lou Guier: MelDelightful refreshments were lawn and everyone enjoyed it.
the bridesmaid wore a dress of
remarks.
routine business matters were dis- odic. Priderewsici. Mary Frances
pink organdie with accessories of. served to: Mrs. Ortis Key, Mrs. El- • Those present were: Miss Corinne
cussed. Reports from the stater co/IL McElrath;
Oriental entermezzo, blue and white-and
a corsage bou- dridge Smotherman, Mrs. Joel Out- Taylor, Miss Aple- Orr, Mrs. N. M.
Sunday a large crowd attended
ventien at Paducah were heard. Renerse _Sereh.. Jo .Underwood: quet of blue and pink sweet peas. land., Mrs. Dewey Grogaii, Betty Nichols, Mrs. Helen Coleman, Mrs.
the regular monthly preaching ser• . 'Letters in appreciVtionr of *he hoe- Scherzo.' Mendelssohn. Marion, TreAfter a short wedding trip. Mr. Grogan. Mrs. Gilbert
Grogan. Catherine Patton,- Mr. and Mrs. vice at Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs.
vitality of the Murray club during. 011:-vocal solo. Alice Blue Gown. and Mrs. Falwell, Jr.. will, be -at James Sherri! Grogan, Paula Rene W..B. Bedwell, Mr. and Mrs. Ho- George Morris,'among others, set
the- conveeeion . were read from Mtn-y Edith'Lax: Fantasie, Mozart. home at 1201 West Main Street, Case. Viola Paschen. Ethel Mee bart Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Montie a large and delicious after-church
leading chT women in the state.. Virginia Belle Wilford: Hunger)", Murray.
Paschall. Mrs. Pearn Nance, Daytha Wicker. Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Bed- dinner.
Final details of the clute•licrese Koelling. Joanne 'Fulton: 2nd MaOut-of-tewn guests for Ihe wed- Dawn Nance. Ina Jean Nance. well and daughter, Ople Louise.
A large audience attended Lord's
plans were discussed and ft
xurka. Godard. Mayme Ryan.
ding were -Mr, and,elgrs. R. It Pal- Eupal Erwin. Rubye Erwin, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Batley Grooms and Day services at Friendship Sunday.
announced that -work -would begin
The hostesses, aeoisted by Mrs. well. Sr.. Mrs. W. M. Caudill, Mur- 'Bill Erwin. Mrs. Orielle. Owen. children, Lettie Lee, Merit Exie, Almost 50 persons were in the
at an early date.
E. S. Diuguid. Jr.. and Mrs. Ron-. ray: _A. L. Gillespie, Louisville: .1. Mrs. Burie Waldrop. Lida Wal- Connie Joe. and James Kenton:
Adult Bible Class. Among visftProposed changes in the eonste-- aid Churchill served a dainty party R. White. Jr.. Marion: and Mary p. drop, Sue Waldrop. Mrs. Chesley
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Bedweil and tors were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
_and by-laws, as recommend!. niats_to members and one visitor: Yarbrough. Blue Metultain, Miss. Cooper. Jackie Cooper. Mrs. I.ube daughter, Robbie Lynn, Mr. and Skinner and children. who were
Mr. Falwell. Jr,.'is at. Present Brown. Mrs. Maburn Key.
ed by'. the executive committee* Mary Edith Lax.
•
Barbara Mrs Tena Coleman -and sort, Way- visiting the C. 0. Brandon home,
pastor of the LaCenter Baptist._ Key. les. Xurtis Brandon,
Wert read and will be voted on at
Mrs. man. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Holley and Miss Pearl Evans.
' •
•chtftch. LaCenter. He as been a Roy
a_Jater,..meeting.
COOper. Mr. and Mrs. Les and children, Louise and Gerald,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar- Folwell and
--Ifkient Bride Is Honored
student for the past three years in
The followine'.officers were inJones. Mrs. Beckham Cooper. Ger- Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Tarkington, the Misses Mary Ruth and Audie
the Southern Baptist Theological
On Tuesday. May 9. at the home
stalled for the year 1939-40r - Mrs.
ald Don Cooper, Mrs. Bob Moore: Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Paschall, Mr FolweH and Pearl Evans were
Seminary. Louisville.
Biondavene Moore, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Loy Nichols, L. W. after-church dinner guests in the
Joe Lovett.- president: Mrs. W. J: of -Mrs_ C. B. Fair. Mrs. Allen Rose
•••••
Collins Key. Jo Ann Key. Mrs. Grooms. Macon Taylor, J. D. Lamp- V. B. Folwell home Sunday.
- Caplinger: vice-president: Mrs. W. was honored with% lovely miscellVester Paschall, Mrs. COM) Mil- tins. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Grooms
IL Mason, elsecontf vice-pretident: anechs shower. Games and con- Moe Mare E Booree Wefts Sunday afternoon the Oscar FolCaries Ferguson,
• Mrs. C. L. Sharborough. recording tests were enjoyed by all .arid tolstead, Mrs. James Euel Erwin. Mrs. and son, Berthal Alden, P. T. Wack- well family and "Alf" called on
lowing,
a
deleghtful
salad
plate
Miss
Mary Ethel Doores and Caswell Humphreys. Mrs. Julius' er. Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Wyatt their uncle, W. S. Russell of Bransecretary. Mr. Ge-orge-Hatt. .c.orCarlos Milton Ferguson were united Cooper. Lola Jane Cooper, Mrs. and Tildren. Carol Sue and Arlin; don, and visited with cousins
respeindang secretary' Mrs. C. .C- .wns ""w-v6ds:
The
guest
list
included Mrs- in marriage April 29. in Murray Hafford Cooper. Lowell Cooper,
Farmer. treasurer: Mrs. E. J, Beale:
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harrellon and from Illinois, Messrs. John and
chairman Alpha Deparbeent- Mre Zeila
- • /Wren. Mrs. Anna -.Yea. with the Rev. Everett Gill reading Mr. and Mrs. One Key, Mrs. Euric son. Noble. Mr. and Mrs. Guss Clinton Russell, John Eastwood.
•
Bobby°
Lynn. Mrs. Lillienttee
emony.
' li:uykendall. Mrs. Edwin
Jack Kt-nnedy. Chairman.- Deltas:
ere Lampkins. Mr. and Mrs. Enlo Tark- and Mr. and Mrs. H. Eastwoed.
Mee Ferguson is the daughter of 'William Ed Rogers,. Mrs. Bob Orr. lngton. Mr. and -Mrs. Pearl Prince
Monday .litterricem callers at the
Mrs. Fred .Gingles. thainrutii Oar-, Biff. Mos '?inna E. Gipson, Mrs_
'n- miss wu
.Ern"s1 B''binsc
'
°n4 B°1)-- Mrs. Leola Mores .Robertreirr Ferge Mrs. R. ,L. Cooper. Elsie „Hum- and: son. Thomas. Mr. and Mrs. N. Oscar newel} home .were Mr. and
den Departineet: M. A. F. Dora
Mrse Cleatps Ward: Mrsuson is the son of Porter Ferguson phreys, Youlanda Cooper, Lowell C. Holley and daughter. Grace, Mr Mrs. I. H. Pogue. Miss Pearl
Horne DepartMent ---ehairman and
Hunler Love. Mess Juan Love.
of New Concord_
„Mrs O. 13. Scott. chairman Music
Key, Preston Kuykendall, Maxine and Mrs. Dorris Lampkins, Mrs. Evans returned with them to be
Jimmie, Love, Mrs. Clifford GarThe young couple will make their Orr, Ilee Erwin. Ople Erwin. Mary Faner Bunn and baby. Jerry KathDepartment
Dunne the seder hoer refresh_ ri-;"-41611"Lailde aarilitt MISS home with the bride's parents for Frances -Cooper. Leola rfrwin, erine. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rainey
Katherine Hughes, Mrs. C. M
ments were served by a committee Hoe& Mrs. Curd -Churchill. Mrs_ the rrt'scnt
Geraldine Milstead. OliVene Moore. Miss Nene Rainey. Mrs. Caller
Betty Ane Mils-teed, Mary Jo Er- Holley and son. Henry Jones, Mr,
from the Home Deptirtment.
Ottis
Mrs.- Edgar win, Mrs. Hester Brown.
Linnie Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Broach. Mrs. R. A. Myers. Mrs.' Bus
' Brown Entertains
Friday'ridge Cteb Meets With
'Fhose sending- gifts were: Mr. Jones and daughter,- Peggy Dean,
Mrs. Hester Brown entertained
B•xlie Cathey. Mrs. Vernon Hart.Mrs. Whitnel
.Mrs Wm. Joe Parker, Mrs. Buel . with a household shower at her and* Mrs: L W. Paechan. Mreeand arid- Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Tarking• The Friday afternoon bridge flub Jetton. Mrs Orville Jehkins. Mrs home Saturday afternoon. April I. Mrs. R. T. Howard. Rudolph How- ton and daughter, Golden.
ard. Mrs. HolIie Key. Mary Frances Carraway. Mrs. D. K Erwin.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Mrs. Bee Morton. Mr and Mrs.
Frank Paschall. Mr. and Mrs. Edd
Preaching by the pastor morning
Morton, Hilda Faye Brandon. Mrs.
Porter Charlton. Mr. and Mrs. W. and evening. Subjects a. m.. "S-B-C
•
H. Kuyifendall. Eurie Kuykendall. in the Light of Matt. 28:16-20; p. m.,
Mrs. Kelley. Mrs. Raymond Colson. "The Prayer for the Deacon and
Mrs. Hubert Orr, Mr. and . Mrs. the Preacher."
Church School promptly at 9:31,
Curlie Holey." Mrs. Obie Waldrop,
Mrs. 0- T. Paschall, Mr and Mrs. every Sunday There are classes for
Noreen Foster. Mrs. Charlie Orr. all ages meeting in separateerooms
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Erwin. Mr. and for the study of the lesson..
Training Union meets every SunMrs. Clarence Erwin. Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Kuykendall, Mrs. Bert Tay- day evening at 645. with splendid
inn Mrs. Jim Orr. Mrs. „Porten Bible programs arranged in adPaschall. Mrs. Tilghman Orr. Mrit, vance .for etch Union beginning
Mattie Outland, Mr. and Mrs Gobei with the juniors.
.
(In Case of Rain, The
Cooper, Mrs. Ellis Mr and Mrs.
Wednesday evening the subject
Zelner Orr, Holmes Dunn. Patsy discussed will be "What the-Bible
Ann Paschall. Mary Miller Ellis. Teaches Concerning the Lord's Sup
:
June Marie Paschall, Edrick Owen, per." 'Immediately following this
Freddie Owen, Billie Brooks, Pas- service will be a brief but- impor'rhall, Hazel Lee Boyd. Joe Hal ,..nt study of the lesson for next
Starks, Jeanette Paschall, Theron Sunday.
A most cor'dial invitation is exErwin.
ended to all the 'people of MurMrs. Frank Tarkington Is Wowed ray and communities by the church
On Birthday
to attend all of its services, when::nd relative, 2athered ever possible.

•
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'TM GOING TO GET
SOME OF THAT
COLORFUL, QUICK
DRYING,ONE COAT
ENAMEL

-6r

V

WILLIAMS

SHERWIN.

ENAMEL0111
FOR

89 A piNT

AT THIS STORE

TODAY'

Because furniture, toys,
wake up and glow with woodwork,
one coat of
Enameloid. It's easy to
use—quick
to
dry—good to look at.

AT SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINT HEADQUARTERS

cer

MURRAY PAINT'& WALLPAPER COMPANY
"Murray's Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store"

North Fourth Street

Phone 323

•

11.

•

AUCTION SALE
Thursday, May 25
at P. M.

• --

on World-Famous

Sale Will Be Held Next Day At The Same

Hour)

Club View Heights

r

ES TIRES

34 Beautiful Building Lots
70x 140 Feet
Bounded By South Seventh Street,
Broad Street, Vine Street, and
the Hazel Highway

NOW' OPEN FOR
INSPECTION!

PROTECT VALUABLE GARMENTS
AGAINST DAMAGE BY MOTHS!
Send

SIZE

SIZE

PRICE

$8.20

4.75-19

36.40

5.50:n

5.25-17

57.24

...6.50-16

$10.84

5.25-18

$7.48

6.50-18

$14.36

LIFETIME

TELEPHONE

44
NOW!

GUAltANTEENr UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY

PORTER.MOTOR CO.
West Maple Street

Murray, Ky.

Phone 97

your heavy winter furs
and all woolen materials to
Superior ... it's the safe thing
to do to be sure they will be
wearable next winter! Our
storage vaults -are proof
against moths, fire, theft and
dirt, and are fully insured. Low
rates! '

5

Come Out And Buy Yourself a Beautiful Home Site

1

ala•

Mrs. Adrain McRee, Owner
5.
1

H. E. WALL, Jr.

SUPERIOR LAUNDRY It:12

Auctioneer and Agent

-

We Call For And Deliver
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